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ABSTRACT 
 
Simulation techniques play a vital role in designing of sophisticated instruments and 
also for the training of operating and maintenance staff. Gamma camera systems 
have been used for functional imaging in nuclear medicine. Functional images are 
derived from the external counting of the gamma emitting radioactive tracer that 
after introduction in to the body mimics the behavior of native biochemical 
compound. The position sensitive detector yield the coordinates of the gamma ray 
interaction with the detector and are used to estimate the point of gamma ray 
emission within the tracer distribution space. This advanced imaging device is thus 
dependent on the performance of algorithm for coordinate computing, estimation of 
point of emission, generation of image and display of the image data. Contemporary 
systems also have protocols for quality control and clinical evaluation of imaging 
studies. Simulation of this processing leads to understanding of the basic camera 
design problems. This report describes a PC based package for design & simulation 
of gamma camera along with the options of simulating data acquisition and quality 
control of imaging studies. Image display and data processing the other options 
implemented in SIMCAM will be described in separate reports (under preparation). 
Gamma camera modeling and simulation in SIMCAM has preset configuration of 
the design parameters for various sizes of crystal detector with the option to pack 
the PMT on hexagon or square lattice. Different algorithm for computation of 
coordinates and spatial distortion removal are allowed in addition to the simulation 
of energy correction circuit.  The user can simulate different static, dynamic, 
MUGA and SPECT studies. The acquired/simulated data is processed for quality 
control and clinical evaluation of the imaging studies. Results show that the 
program can be used to assess these performances. Also the variations in 
performance parameters can be assessed due to the induced malfunctioning of 
subsystems. The importance of such a package need not be over-emphasized as it is 
a good tool for understanding the operation of gamma camera, pointing out the 
possible fault in the subsystems and can be used for training of the operation and 
maintenance staff. 
 
Key words: Gamma camera design, Modeling, Simulation, Gamma camera, 
Functional imaging, Nuclear medicine Imaging, Dynamic imaging studies, MUGA 
cardiac function, Single photon emission computed tomography, SPECT, Image 
analyses, Image processing, MS-WINDOWS application, LABWINDOWS 
application - preset protocols for clinical evaluation, Quality control, Sodium Iodide 
Thallium activated crystal NaI(Tl), Light pipe, Collimator, Energy spectrum, Image 
display, Three-dimensional data display, Surface rendition, Volume display.   
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MODELING AND SIMULATION OF GAMMA CAMERA 
 
1 INTRODUCTION: Gamma camera - a sophisticated imaging device is used 
for functional imaging of biological organs to detect the presence of malfunction or 
alien tissue areas. This evaluation is based on properties of specific radioactive 
tracer that mimics the metabolic/ turnover/ kinetic behavior of the native 
compound. The emission of gamma rays from the radioactive atoms present in the 
tracer compound enables the investigator to assess quantitatively the functional 
status of the biological system by using external counting methods.  Position 
sensitive detection system further enables the investigator to obtain the image of 
the organ and detect the presence of malfunctioning (hyper / hypo) or alien tissue 
(metastases) areas. For gamma camera – the detector consists of a large but thin 
disk of sodium iodide thallium activated crystal. Contemporary systems have 
rectangular tile instead of circular disk. On one side of this disk is the collimator (a 
multi hole lead slab) that minimizes the contribution of those gamma rays that 
deteriorate the quality of image. The other side is coupled through a light pipe to a 
set of photo-multiplier tubes (PMT) that are used for detection and evaluation of 
the position of gamma ray interaction with the crystal. A number of these 
interactions are accumulated in a matrix to obtain an image. Performance of the 
camera is governed by a number of parameters – i.e. size and thickness of crystal, 
length of light pipe, number of photo multiplier tubes, design of coordinate 
computing system, and design of the ON-LINE correction subsystems. These play 
a significant role in the performance of the gamma camera system. Some of these 
parameters / subsystems are set at the design stage and the others can be 
incorporated or upgraded at a later stage. The maintenance and operation of this 
complex imaging system requires a team of trained engineers and technical staff. 
Simulation of image generation process not only helps to understand the system 
operation but also verify the hypothesized malfunction. This chapter describes a 
program that allows the user to set the design parameters, induce malfunction in 
the subsystems and study the resultant effect on the image of standard phantoms. It 
can also carry out the quality control tests and simulate the imaging studies. The 
generated data are stored in disk data files and can be processed by the preset 
protocols for clinical evaluation of the image data by the data processing option of 
the software package. 
 
2 IMAGE GENERATION: Crystal dimensions, light pipe length, number of 
phototubes, packing pattern (hexagonal or square lattice) and energy of the gamma 
ray are the main parameters for designing a particular system. Crystal diameter 
determines the field of view (FOV) termed small (SFOV: 25-30cm), medium 
(MFOV: 35-40 cm) or large (LFOV: above 45cm) and is selected depending on the 
type of intended imaging studies e.g. cardiac function require high resolution small 
field of view while lung clearance and Reno gram studies require large field of view 
system. Number of PMT is another parameter that is fixed on the number of 
hexagonal rings. A camera system has 7, 19, 37 & 61 tubes depending on the 
number of hexagonal rings being 1, 2, 3 & 4 respectively. Default values for these 
parameters are set for following configurations. 
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1. SFOV HIGH RESOLUTION (19 PMT)  
2. SFOV HIGH RESOLUTION (37 PMT)  
3. MFOV MED. RESOLUTION (19 PMT)  
4. MFOV MED. RESOLUTION (37 PMT)  
5. MFOV MED. RESOLUTION (61 PMT)  
6. LFOV LOW RESOLUTION  (37 PMT)  
7. LFOV LOW RESOLUTION  (61 PMT)  
8. CUSTOM DESIGN   

 
Design parameters of first seven preset configurations are tabulated 

below 
  

PARAMETER CONFIGURATION (Serial number in menu) 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
Detector diameter (cm)      25.4 26.7  38.1  35.6  34.3  53.4 45.8 
Detector thickness (cm)     0.65 0.65  1.00  1.00  1.00  1.00 1.00  
Front end reflector (y/n)     n n       n       n       n      n n 
PMT Packing (h/s)             h h       h       h       h      h h  
Number of tube                 19 37     19     37     61    37 61 
PMT Diameter (cm)           5.05 3.8    7.6    5.0    3.8   7.6 5.0  
PMT Mask (cm)              0.0     0.0    0.0    0.0    0.0   0.0 0.0 
Light pipe thickness (cm)   2.52   1.9    3.8    2.5    1.9   3.8 2.5 
Gamma ray energy (keV)   140    140   140   140   140   140 140 
Pixel size (cm)                 .158  .179  .238  .239  .238  .358 .318 

Position coordinate calculated as Xc = (X+ - X-)  / Total Signal, Yc = (Y+ - Y-)  / Total 
Signal 

                
The last configuration (number 8) is left for the user designed gamma camera 
system but has the default values of configuration 1.  

 
Necessary processing for generation of the image is carried out for evaluating the 
performance of the designed system. The basis for this simulation is the expression 
for computation of solid angle for a given area from point source as derived by 
(SINGH & BAIRI 1995). A brief description is given below. 
 
Let the gamma camera have N photo-multiplier tubes (PMT) T(i), i=0, 1, 2, .. N-1. 
For PMT T(i) the fraction of total emitted light utilized by the tube for generation of 
electronic signal is given by the solid angle A{x(i),y(i), X, Y} – the angle submitted 
by the PMT cathode on the point of emission. It is a function coordinates of the 
center of the tube cathode, coordinates of the photon emission, the length of light 
pipe, radius of the tube cathode and the fraction of the crystal thickness between the 
PMT cathode and the point of photon emission. The expression is given as 
 
A{x(i),y(i), X, Y} = 2π { 1 – h / r } d / h ---1 
 
Where  x(i)    - x coordinate of the center of PMT cathode 
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             y(i)     - y coordinate of the center of PMT cathode 
 X     - x coordinate of the light emission within the crystal 
 Y      - y coordinate of the light emission within the crystal 
 h - the distance of the cathode center and the point of light emission 
 d - vertical distance of the point of emission of light photons from the      

center of PMT cathode. This value is equal to the thickness of light 
pipe and the crystal length traveled by the light photons. 

 
 r  -  √(R2  + h 2 ) , R is radius of the PMT cathode. 
 
Fig. 1 illustrates these (h, d, X, Y, x(i), y(i) etc.) parameters for one PMT. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
            
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Fig. 1: Section of sodium iodide thallium activated- NaI(Tl) crystal detector under a photo-
multiplier tube. The distance of cathode from the crystal front end is less than 5 times the 
diameter of PMT cathode necessitating the derivation of equation 1 for the solid angle for 
fraction of light captured by the PMT. Detector can be modeled to consists of a number 
(equal to the number of PMTs) of such sections. Equation 1 is valid for the point of emission 
within the crystal –but anywhere in or outside this section. The solid angle expression is 
used to compute the position of the photon emission. 
 
The conventional expression of solid angle is given as area divided by the square of 
the distance between the surface and the point of emission. This conventional 
expression is based on the assumption that the surface is always at right angle to the 
ray from the point of emission. PMT cathode is a disk and it does not satisfy this 
assumption. Notice that the equation 1 yields the solid angle of 2π when the photon 
emission is on the center of PMT cathode (zero value of length of light pipe and 
crystal thickness). This is consistent with the expectation that half of the emitted 
photons are on one side of the plane passing through the point of emission.  
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Image diameter is given as the detector diameter minus the diameter of one PMT. 
This reduction is necessary to avoid the edge effect at the periphery of the crystal as 
the area beyond the outermost PMT center is seen by only one PMT while the other 
region is seen by more than one PMT. The program assumes an image matrix of M 
x M pixels enclosing this image diameter circle. Using equation 1, simulation 
program evaluates the sum of solid angles for all the tubes for the flash at the matrix 
points.  
 
 i= N-1 
Zpha (X,Y) =  Σ  G(i) A{x(i),y(i), X, Y}  ---2 
 i=0  
 
X,Y are the distances along x and y-axis given as pixel size times the coordinate 
value- 0,1,2,…,M-1. Fig. 2 shows the scheme of numbering the PMT for 19-tube 
camera. The tubes are arranges in hexagonal lattice with two rings – ring 1 with 6 
tubes and ring 2 with 12 tubes. 
 
The gain G(i) for each PMT channel for evaluating the total signal (Zpha) is adjusted 
by iterations to minimize the variations in this value at the coordinates of the centers 
of PMT cathode  (x (i), y(i) i=0,1,2,..,N-1.). 
 

 
  

Fig. 2: Photo-multiplier tubes are arranged on hexagonal lattice for a circular 
disk. There are 19 tubes shown in this figure. Also shown are the parameters of 
the crystal detector and the image matrix. 
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It is observed that the Zpha is maximum (Zm) at the center and low at the periphery 
when G(i) is equated to 1 for all the PMT channels. Zpha signal is flattened 
iteratively by modifying the channel gain G(i). Total signal z(i) for the point source 
placed at cathode center of PMT i is computed. The sum of squares of deviation 
{z(i)- Zm} i =0,1,2,..,N-1 is computed. The gain is modified by multiplying the 
previous G(i) value with Zm/z(i). This processing is carried out for a maximum of 
60 iterations and G(i) values with lowest sum of squares are selected. The channel 
gain appears to be inversely proportional to the distance from the center PMT. Fig. 
3 shows the channel gains for 19-PMT-camera. For second hexagonal ring (PMT 8-
19) the gain is higher. This ring is further divided in to two groups. Group (8, 10, 
12, 14, 16 & 18) has large gain (1.8) than the corresponding value 1.5 for the second 
hexagonal group (9, 11, 13, 15, 17 & 19). Channel gain for PMTs 2 through 7 is 
equal but lower as compared to the gain for PMTs 8 through 19. Fig. 3 shows the 
channel gains adjusted to minimize the variations in the Zpha measured at the center 
of cathodes of PMTs. The variation in Zpha for each point in the image matrix is 
computed and stored in a matrix.  
 

 
 

Fig. 3: Zpha channel gain adjustment to minimize the signal variations at the 
PMT cathode centers. While printing the gain values are rounded off to first 
decimal digit thus for PMT number 1, gain is probably low although it shown to 
be similar to PMT 2-7. 

 
Spectrum for a small element of the detector is generated by following the method 
described by (MULLER & MEADS 1968). Generally a parallel-hole collimator is 
used to generate the gamma camera image. Only those gamma rays that are incident 
at right angle to the crystal surface (i.e. parallel to the collimator hole) are 
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considered for generation of gamma ray image, as these will give correct 
information on the point of gamma ray emission. Further only the photo peak part 
of the spectrum is used, as this is the only way to eliminate the oblique scattered 
gamma rays. These scattered gamma rays hopefully have energy lower than the 
photo-peak region. Thus the contribution from the Bremsstrahlung can ignored and 
computation of gamma ray spectrum need not extend to low energy region. This 
spectrum is used in association with the Zpha variation matrix to generate the gamma 
ray energy spectrum for the whole crystal detector. Fig. 4 shows the spectrum for 
140 keV gamma rays.   
 

 
 
Fig. 4: Spectrum for the whole crystal. Notice that low energy region has the 
contribution of Compton scatter but not the Bremsstrahlung component. 

 
The generation of co-ordinates and polynomial warping corrections are carried out 
as described by (SINGH and BAIRI 1995). The origin of the Cartesian coordinate 
system is at the center of the crystal detector. Point of emission or the point of 
interaction of gamma ray with the crystal detector are computed as 
 
Xc = Sx  / St ---3 
 
Yc = Sy  / St ---4 
 
 
        i= N-1 
St =  Σ  O(i)    ---5 
        i=0  
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        i= N-1 
Sx =  Σ  O(i) x(i)  ---6 
        i=0  
 
  
        i= N-1 
Sy =  Σ  O(i) y(i)  ---7 
        i=0  
 
where O(i)   is the output of the tube i and is equal to G(i) A{x(i),y(i), X, Y} 
 G(i) is channel gain after adjustment for minimizing the variations 

in Zpha signal   
 St is the sum of the signal from all the PMTs 
 
The computed values of Xc, Yc are dependent on the number of tubes, the light pipe 
length and other factors. The first impression of the equation 3 and 4 is that the 
computed coordinates are the weighted mean of the PMT output signals, the 
weights being the coordinates of center of the PMT cathode. There is symmetry in 
the weight assignment, for any off-center PMT there is another tube with 
coordinates being of opposite sign. Thus the PMT set can be grouped in to four 
subsets (X+, X-, Y+ and Y-). Fig. 5 shows this grouping. The equations 3 and 4 can 
be written as 
 
Xc = (X+ - X-)  / St ---8 
 
Yc = (Y+ - Y-)  / St ---9 
 
Another modification in these equations (3 & 4) has been reported in literature is to 
ignore PMT signal with weight 0, i.e. the PMTs lying on the x and y axis even for 
the computation of total signal. Thus the equations for computing the position 
coordinates are 
 
Xc = (X+ - X-)  / (X+ + X-)   ---10 
 
Yc = (Y+ - Y-)  / (Y+ + Y-)   ---11 
 
The values of Xc & Yc obtained by these equations require further refinement to 
achieve better fidelity with the original coordinates. A set of control points (X & Y) 
defined by a bead phantom - matrix of n x n size, each element represents a point of 
photon emission is used to generate the Xc & Yc values. These values are scaled up 
to yield Xs & Ys by least square estimation from the equations 
 
X = Fx Xc + e ---12 
 
Y = Fy Yc + e ---13 
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Fig. 5: Grouping of weighted sum of PMT outputs Sy, Sx in to Y+, Y-, X+ & X- 
signals. The weight assigned is the absolute value of the coordinate. The output 
signals of shaded PMTs are ignored (weights are zero on the axes) for 
computation Sy, Sx but are used for computing St the total sum signal. 

 
Fx and Fy can be considered as the scale factors for channel x and channel y 
respectively. These are obtained by minimizing sum of squares of error e. The 
scaled up coordinates are  
 
Xs = Fx Xc  ---14 
 
Ys = Fy Yc  ---15 
 
These coordinates till this point are analogue signals and have both positive and 
negative values varying from zero to a limiting value of image radius. These are 
converted to digital values by the following equations 
 
Xs = Fx Xc / Ir M/2 + M/2  ---16 
 
Ys = Fy Yc / Ir M/2 + M/2 ---17 

x(i) weights X+

|x(i)| weights X-

x

y 

Y+

Y-

y(i) weights 

|y(i)| weights

x

y 
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Where Ir is the image radius and M the dimension of image matrix. Thus Xs and Ys 
now range from 0 to M-1 for x and y. 
 
Image fidelity with respect to original distribution is further improved by 
polynomial warping correction.  
 
 
        P      P  
X =  Σ   Σ Kx

ij Xsi Ysj + e ---18 
        i=0  j=0  
  
        P      P  
Y =  Σ   Σ Ky

ij Xsi Ysj + e ---19 
        i=0  j=0  
         
Where 
       e the random error to be minimized by least squares method 
 P order of the polynomial  
 Xsi coordinate Xs raised to power i 
 Ysj coordinate Ys raised to power j 
 Ky

ij  the coefficients to be estimated from Y coordinates 
 Kx

ij  the coefficients to be estimated from X coordinates 
 
The number of Ky

ij & Kx
ij coefficients is (P+1)(P+1) for Pth order polynomial. Thus 

the number of elements in the bead phantom must be greater than this value. The 
corrected coordinates based on polynomial warping correction are given as 
 
 
            P      P  
Xw =  Σ   Σ Kx

ij Xsi Ysj  ---20 
           i=0  j=0  
  
            P      P  
Yw =  Σ   Σ Ky

ij Xsi Ysj  ---21 
           i=0  j=0  
   
Equations 16 & 17 define the raw image coordinates. These can be pre-computed 
for the entire image matrix of M x M dimension and stored as look up table. 
Similarly the coordinates Xw & Yw are stored in a lookup table for generation of 
linearity corrected image. There is M x M entries in the look up tables. 
 
Camera response to different phantoms defined by the gamma flux at the crystal 
surface is obtained by using the raw and linearity corrected lookup tables. The steps 
involved in generation of image and evaluation are described below. 
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a. For a given phantom, gamma flux on the crystal surface is evaluated. The 

attenuation effects of the medium (including the collimator if present) between 
the radioactive source and the crystal surface is given due consideration in this 
evaluation. 
 
The point-spread function is derived from the solid angle from a point in the 
radioactive source to the annular ring on the crystal surface. The diameter of the 
ring varies from zero to the maximum value permitted by the crystal dimension. 
The solid angle value divided by the area of the annular ring verses radius of the 
ring gives the radial point spread function. A two-dimensional distribution 
matrix representing the counts per pixel is derived from this radial spread 
function. Gamma flux is computed as the total sum of these distributions 
obtained for each point in the simulated phantom source. 

 
b. Generate the raw image by incorporating the effects of intrinsic resolution of 

the system, analogue amplifier performance, PHA window (energy spectrum 
variation) effects and analogue to digital converter performance.  

 
c. Apply the polynomial warping correction (or if selected the user the bi-linear 

interpolation method) to the raw image and generate the corrected image. Bi-
linear interpolation makes use of Xs, Ys coordinates to obtain original 
distribution (X, Y) coordinate values. These correction look-up tables can also 
be derived from the two images of slit phantom, one with the slits aligned with 
x-axis and the second with the slits aligned with y-axis. Details are given in a 
later chapter. 

 
 

3 SIMULATION OF IMAGING STUDIES: PC based simulation and analyses 
of gamma camera imaging studies has been described (SINGH, 2000). The 
radioactive tracer on introduction in to the biological system follows the kinetics of 
the native material. It gets cleared form some organs and gets accumulated in target 
organs. After a suitable time the target to background activity ratio achieves the 
optimum value and at this instant the image data is generated. This is the static 
imaging study. It shows the presence of focal defects – hot (hyper-function) or cold 
(hypo-function) or a spot where it is not expected (metastasis). 

 
The transient part reveals the kinetics of the dynamic system. Dynamic imaging 
studies acquire a number of fixed time interval image frames and are stored in a file 
for further analyses. User marks a set of region of interest (ROI) representing the 
organs visualized in the image frame. Sequence of images is processed and for each 
ROI, time activity curve (TAC) - radioactivity counts in ROI verses the time is 
generated. The rate of clearance or absorption can be measured on TAC for each 
image pixel and these parameters are used to generate a single parametric image 
that reveals the focal defects. These focal defects are the region that has the 
abnormal function defined by the parameter. 
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A fast dynamic study with frame interval ≤ 0.05 second reveals the circulation 
through vena cava, right-ventricle (RV), lungs, left-ventricle (LV) and on to other 
body organs. This part is used for the evaluation of LV to RV shunt and other 
abnormalities. The tracer shows re-circulation pattern and sinusoid variations with 
peak-to-peak interval equal to R-R interval are visualized in the LV TAC. Heart 
pumping action i.e. ejection fraction (EF) is evaluated from this sinusoid part of the 
LV TAC. Tracer bound to blood cells achieves a dynamic equilibrium and has a low 
clearance from the blood. R-R interval is divided in to preset sixteen or twenty four 
intervals. R wave in electrocardiogram (ECG) signal is used to trigger the data 
acquisition. This mechanism synchronizes the summing of the image frames within 
the R-R interval. The accumulation of data form a number heartbeats is carried out 
to achieve better signal to noise ratio. This process is termed as the multi-gated 
(MUGA) acquisition and generates the image frames representing the part of 
cardiac cycle. Cardiac function parameters are determined from the ROI for LV and 
the associated TAC. 

 
Images generated by planar (static and dynamic) studies are the projection of the 3-
D object on to a 2-D image space the depth information is lost. As a result the 
ability to detect the abnormal area surrounded by normal functioning space is 
reduced. Single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) overcomes this by 
processing a number of projection image at different angles. The axis of rotation is 
aligned with the inferior-superior axis of the patient body. The reconstruction 
processing generates approximation to the original 3-D radioactivity distribution. 

 
Simulation is carried out for generation the image data for static, dynamic, MUGA 
and SPECT imaging studies. The procedure for projection image generation is same 
as described above (section 2). The generation of gamma flux depends on the user 
selected numeric phantom i.e. for static imaging it the type of phantom, for dynamic 
imaging it is described by a set of ellipsoids that characterize the region of interest 
(ROI). Different options are described below. 

 
 

3.1 Static Imaging Studies: The simulation program has the options to generate the 
phantom images with user specified parameters. The standard phantom image with 
user specified total counts, subsystems performance and energy window is 
generated.  These optional images are set for the following phantoms. 
 
 
• Bead Phantom: Bead phantom consists of point sources placed on a uniform 

square grid.  Polynomial warping correction matrix used to correct the spatial 
distortion is derived from this phantom. Fig. 6 shows the results of bead 
phantom analyses. 
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Fig. 6: Bead phantom performance, gamma flux, raw image (based on Xs, Ys) 
and Polynomial-warping method based corrected image (Xw, Yw). The value of 
sum of squares of errors between the flux data points and uncorrected image is 
240.5 while the corresponding value for linearity corrected image is 67.1. 
Barrel distortion produced by the gamma camera is dependent on the light-pipe 
length. When the light pipe length is reduced this distortion has the ripples 
around the barrel distortion and polynomial-warping method does not correct 
it. Bilinear interpolation is the only way for correcting the spatial distortion. 
However the vintage version of gamma camera adjusted the light pipe length to 
achieve images without spatial distortion. 

 
Adjustment of the number of PMT, Light-pipe length and crystal thickness 
carries out camera design. Bead phantom allows the designer to adjust these 
values so that the sum of squares of deviations between the gamma flux points 
and the image generated coordinates are optimum. Linearity correction matrix 
can be calculated and stored for ON-LINE correction of the acquired data. 

 
• Bar Phantom: Bar phantom is an equal spacing slit phantom used for spatial 

linearity and spatial resolution analysis. Inter slit distance is 3cm. The distortion 
is measured by dividing the image in to 16 profiles. For each profile, the 
position of the peak is located and compared with the average peak position for 
that slit. Fig. 7 shows the peak position and the maximum difference from the 
average peak position. The maximum difference expressed as percent of total 
view is reported. This evaluation is carried out on useful field of view (UFOV) 
and central field of view (CFOV). 
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Fig. 7: Spatial Linearity analyses of the bar (slit) phantom with the bars aligned 
with y-axis.  

 
Bar phantom is also used to evaluate spatial resolution. Full width half 
maximum (FWHM), full width tenth maximum (FWTM) are evaluated for each 
profile and slit. Inter slit distance is evaluated for all the profiles and the slits. 
Pixel size is calculated from the mean separation and the inter slit distance in 
cm. Statistics of these parameters i.e. mean, standard deviations and coefficient 
of variations (COV) - obtained by dividing the standard deviation by mean and 
multiplying by100 are reported for CFOV and UFOV. Fig. 8 shows the results 
of the bar phantom analyses – gamma flux, raw image and linearity corrected 
image. This alignment leads to assessment of linearity and spatial resolution of 
x coordinates.  

 
Similar processing is carried out for the slit phantom image with the slits 
aligned with the x-axis. This orientation evaluates the spatial linearity and 
resolution of y channel. Correction matrix are generated from the results of this 
analyses performed by dividing the image in to 32 profiles. Large number of 
profiles is essential to get better results for correction of distortion. Distortion 
leads to formation of trapeziums instead of rectangles formed by adjacent pairs 
of profiles (e.g. 1 & 2) with adjacent pair of slits (e.g. slit 1 & 2). The corners 
are the average values in the profiles for the slits. Bi-linear interpolation 
transforms these trapeziums to rectangles. In addition the matrix size is 
increased to 256 x 256 pixels before the linearity correction matrix is computed. 
The correction is on 256 x 256 matrix and after correction the image size is 
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reduced to 128 x 128 pixels. This alteration in size reduces the round off errors 
caused by conversion to integer coordinate values.  
 

 
  

Fig. 8: Processing of bar phantom image for evaluation of spatial resolution. 
Text window in the middle portion of the figure shows the result for raw image.  

 
• Quad Phantom: Four-quadrant phantom is composed of 4 bar phantoms each 

having the different spacing. The quad phantom is used for determining spatial 
resolution by deriving the FWHM=1.75B where B is the smallest resolvable bar 
width. Fig. 9 shows the analyses at one of the four angles of rotation at which 
the spatial resolution is evaluated. The results reported in the text box are based 
on the method suggested by (HANDER et al 1997) for estimation of gamma 
camera based on statistical moments. The modulation of a signal by a sinusoid 
function is given as the amplitude divided by the average value. Amplitude is 
equal to half the difference between the peak value Po valley value Vo. The 
average or DC value is half of the sum Po & Vo. The modulation in the output 
signal can be written as 
 
Mo = [(Po – Vo)/2 ]/ [(Po + Vo)]/2 = (Po – Vo)/[(Po + Vo) ---22 
 
Modulation transfer function for a frequency f is given as the ratio of 
modulation of output signal Mo divided by the modulation in the input signal 
Mi. 
 
MTF(f) = Mo / Mi ---23 
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Fig. 9: Analyses of the bar phantom images – gamma flux, raw (Xs, Ys) and 
Polynomial warping method based corrected image.  
 
Mi is almost unity for the bar phantom where the signal valley value is nearly 
zero for low energy gamma rays. 
 
Thus MTF(f) is approximately equal to Mo. Bar phantom response can be 
represented by a number of cycles with frequency f, and thus the peak to valley 
difference is given by root mean square or the standard deviations σ(f) times 
square root two. The average value is given by the mean µ(f). Hence 
 
MTF(f) = √2σ(f) / µ(f) ---24 
 
The average and the variance obtained form the ROI can be used to estimate the 
MTF(f). The variance has three components – one due to the bar phantom, 
second due to the random noise and the third due to the non-uniform response 
with in ROI. Ignoring the last component that may be at the most 5%, the bar 
phantom variance can be obtained from ROI variance σ2

r and the noise 
variance. The noise variance is equal to the ROI average µr. Thus Mt(f) can be 
written as 
 
MTF(f) = [2 (σ2

r - µr)]1/2/ µr  ---25 
 
For line-spread function represented by a Gauss function, FWHM and the 
standard deviations σ are related as 
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FWHM= 2.35 σ ---26 
 
Modulation transfer function for such a function is give as 
 
MTF(f) = exp[ - 2 (πσf)2] = exp[ - 0.894 (FWHM/W)2] ---27 
 
Where W is the bar width and f value is thus 1/(2W). Equating left hand side 
with the equation 25 and solving for FWHM yields 
 
FWHM=1.058 W [ ln( µr/ {2(σ2

r - µr)]}1/2 ]1/2  ---28 
 
Where  

µr is the mean counts/pixel in the ROI 
σr is the standard deviation of counts/pixel in ROI 
ln is the log to the base e 

 
It is known that human eye can resolve 16 gray shades – the least contrast 
resolution limit can vary from 1/15 to 1/16 i.e. from 0.0666 to 0.0625. 
Substituting FWHM=1.75W in equation 27, MTF is found to be 0.0647. Thus 
the FWHM can be equated to 1.75W for the resolved bar phantom image with 
bar width of W cm.  

 
• Flood Phantom: The flood phantom is used for uniformity analysis by 

exposing crystal to uniform gamma flux. The systematic errors caused by the 
non-uniform response of the camera are assessed and corrected by calculating 
the correction matrix based on this response. Flood field phantoms are available 
that can be attached to the detector head. The common way of assessing 
intrinsic uniformity is by point source placed on the perpendicular line through 
the center of the detector at a distance grater than 5 times the field of view 
(FOV). The planar source is used to assess the system (with a collimator) 
response while point source is used for intrinsic response. The raw image is 
reduced to 64 x 64 matrix, smoothed by a nine-point filter and then processed to 
obtain radial profile. From the radial profile half height field of view (HHFOV) 
is obtained by noting the value at which the profile falls to half the maximum 
value. Fields of view for analyses are defined in the basis of HHFOV value and 
are –UFOV (95% HHFOV) & CFOV (75% HHFOV). Analyses are performed 
on the UFOV and CFOV to evaluate parameters defined by DHSS, & NEMA 
protocols. Some of these quantitative parameters are based on individual pixel 
values – average, maximum and minimum counts per pixel. Others are based on 
the distribution of the counts per pixel. For visual inspection - high contrast 
image, three-level-image (level one for pixels falling below mean minus one 
standard deviation, level 2 for mean plus or minus one standard deviations and 
level 3 for pixels above mean plus one standard deviation) are generated and 
displayed (Fig. 10). In order to assess presence of spatial frequency components 
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(cased by differential non-linearity of ADC) two-dimensional Fourier transform 
amplitude image is also displayed. The cumulative and density distribution of 
the counts per pixel are generated and displayed. Similar analyses are 
performed on the CFOV image. This analysis is used to obtain uniformity 
correction matrix. 

 

 
 
Fig. 10: Analyses of flood field image over the UFOV. Similar analyses are also 
carried out and reported on CFOV. 

 
• Liver Slice Phantom: This option simulates liver slice with hot and cold areas 

of different sizes. The activity of the focal defects is same; hence this can be 
used only to see the spatial resolution. Fig. 11 shows the data for this phantom. 

 
• Hine Step Phantom: Hine step phantom is composed of concentric circles 

having different count densities.  This is used for assessing the ability of the 
display system to resolve the different rings. The different transfer functions 
(log or k standard deviations-apart levels) may be required to achieve this 
objective. Fig. 12 shows the generated data for this phantom.  

 
• Rollo Phantom: This phantom consists of a set of Lucite spheres of 2.54, 1.89, 

1.27 and 0.63-cm diameter. These are immersed in cells of 5x5-cm size filled 
with radioactive solution. The height of the cells containing spheres is adjusted 
to give object contrast of 0.66, 0.44, 0.33 and 0.22. The spheres of same size are 
placed in columns and similar contrasts are placed in the same row. Fig. 13 
shows the Rollo phantom data. 
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Fig. 11: Liver slice phantom images to see the ability of the system to visualize 
different size hot and cold spots. 

 

 
 
Fig. 12: Hine phantom for assessment of ability of image display system to 
display different gray levels. 
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Fig. 13: Rollo phantom to assess the ability to detect voids of different size and 
with different contrasts. 
 

• Anger Pie Phantom: This phantom consists of a lead plate having six 60-
degree segments hence called a pie phantom. Each segment has a set of holes of 
different diameter arranged in a hexagonal lattice. The center-to-center distance 
of holes is four times the diameter of the hole. The center-to-center distance has 
the value of 2.0, 1.6, 1.4, 1.0 and 0.8 cm in the six segments. Thus this phantom 
is used to assess the spatial resolution. A point source in flood field 
configuration or a planar flood field phantom is place above the pie phantom. 
The resolution is assessed from the pie sector that shows the resolved hot spots. 
Fig. 14 shows the flux, raw and linearity corrected images for this phantom. 

 
• Planar Thallium Perfusion Cardiac Function Study: Though this cardiac 

function is a dynamic study but as the stress and delayed images are separated 
by a considerable (4 hours) time, the acquisition and processing of the data is 
done by static imaging study protocol. Three views - Anterior, LAO45 and 
LAO70 are generated by a set of ellipses that creates the thimble like image of 
left ventricle myocardium. The program has the option to incorporate perfusion 
(stress) defects of the extent and at the position angle set by the user. Fig. 15 
shows a typical study for the stress data with perfusion defects. These data are 
saved in two (one for the stress and the second for the redistribution data) static 
imaging study files for analyses by preset protocol.  
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Fig. 14: Anger pie phantom for assessment of spatial resolution with hot spots of 
different size and different pitch of hexagonal lattice. 
 

 
 
Fig. 15: Display of the thallium perfusion images from the stress data file. 
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Subsequent redistribution tracer removes the stress defects and leaves the focal 
defects due to non-viable tissue. Fig. 16 shows the redistributed data – no 
provision is made for simulation of non-viable (dead) tissue. 

 

 
 
Fig. 16: Thallium perfusion study images for the redistributed data. 

 
     These generated images are stored in file that can contain more than one view 
when Acquire data option has been exercised. 
 
3.2 Dynamic Imaging Studies: Conventionally a dynamic system is defined by a 
set of differential equations and the associated transition matrix is used to obtain the 
equations (solution of the set of differential equations) for defining the temporal 
behavior. Most of the biological systems have the transition matrix defined by 
constant values, thus temporal behavior is defined by sum of exponential functions. 
User hypothesizes the rate constant value and solves the system of equations to get 
the TAC data. Number of compartments and the transition matrix characterize a 
biological dynamic system and form the basis of modeling and analyses – in turn 
dependent on the availability and information content of the data. For dynamic 
imaging studies with gamma camera, the number of compartments is equal to the 
number of visible ROI. Rate constants can be time invariant or variable depending 
on the system under investigation. For simulation of dynamic imaging study the 
best approach is to solve these differential equations though compute intensive and 
prohibitive on contemporary PC. In addition the system occupies a three 
dimensional space while the image data is a two-dimensional array obtained by the 
projection of the 3-D object distribution. The projection generation process involves 
the attenuation, and the scatter effects of tracer distribution space. The effects of 
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camera performance i.e. coordinate computation, collimator effects etc. as described 
for static imaging studies are incorporated in generation of gamma camera image. 
To simulate the entire processing is too time consuming. For the purpose of 
simulation of gamma camera – approximations are required to meet the time 
constraints. In this simulation the image is approximated by a set of ellipses that are 
seen in the imaging study. The images do not incorporate the collimator effects in 
explicit form where the user can study the effect of changing the collimator on the 
image in dynamic imaging studies. In addition the attenuation and scattering effects 
of the medium are also not explicit as simulation of 3-D distribution space is again 
beyond the scope of this simulation. Size of the detector and the size of simulated 
system are accounted for, as it is feasible to do so. The TAC data in form of lookup 
table and the information on the image ROI i.e. number and dimensions of ellipses 
is stored in the program. These numeric phantoms  (SINGH 2000; SINGH 
KATARIA & SAMUEL, 2001) do not incorporate parameters for derivation of 
TAC for different organs. The gamma flux associated with the image at a particular 
time instant is converted to the camera- generated image of 64x64 pixels. However 
wherever possible the TAC data has been defined by the equations that are 
dependent on the parameters set by the user e.g. for MUGA where ventricle TAC 
data are derived from the heart rate and the ejection fraction set by the user. The 
size of the ROI varies according to the value of LV TAC data. In lung clearance 
studies the TAC data are defined by exponential functions although user does not 
have control on the exponential constants. It is only in those cases of dynamic 
imaging studies where the explicit formulation of system model is not available, the 
look up table approach has been used e.g. renogram, cerebral blood flow and liver 
function studies. However the package can be updated to include this feature when 
this information is made available in addition to the availability of fast computers.  

 
Following biological systems are simulated and data for dynamic imaging study 
saved in disk file for further analysis using the software for clinical evaluation. 
 
• Renal function studies: This option generates complete DTPA Reno gram 

study i.e. 60 one-second frame and 90 twenty-second frames Simulations are 
with image consisting of two kidneys, aorta and bladder ROI. Besides normal 
data options are made available to simulate - Artery stenosis and obstruction 
clearance by lasix. A fixed set of TAC data is assumed and images are 
generated for these TAC data. Data sets for the two phases are given below. 

 
 

The first phase renal perfusion data sampled at 5-second interval are given 
below 

 
Aorta TAC  
     A[12]= {2,5, 117, 78, 65,52, 50,48, 46,45, 44,42} 
 
Normal Kidney TAC 
     Kn[12]=  {2,2, 102,140, 95,65, 68,60, 75,70, 72,70} 
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Artery stenosis kidney TAC 
     Ks[12]={0,2,40,52,65,60,54,52,50,49,51,50} 
 

Interpolation is used to generate five points between the consecutive values, 
leading to data value at 1-seocnd intervals. Fig. 17 shows graphs of this data. 
 

 
 
Fig. 17: TAC data for first phase of Reno gram – 60 frames of 1-second 
duration. 

 
 

The second phase data for uptake and clearance sampled at 100-second 
interval are given below.  
 

Aorta TAC data 
     A[18]={30,25,22,20,18,17,16,15,14,14,13,12,11,10,11,9,8,8}    
 
Norma kidney TAC 
     Kn[18]={98,110,94,80,62,58,55,45,39,32,31,25,27,24,22,20,18,16} 
 
Kidney TAC with artery stenosis  
     Ks[18]={49,55,47,40,32,29,28,23,20,16,15,13,14,12,11,10,9,8} 
 
Kidney TAC - obstruction cleared by lasix 
     Kl[18]={98,110,114,112,113,115,116,116,114,116,118,97,86,75,54 
             50,45,35}  
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Bladder TAC data are generated for the second phase by the subtracting the 
normalized cumulative sum left kidney LK[i]  and right kidney RK[i] from 
unity by the following equation 

 
Bl[k] = 100 Σi {1 - (LK[i] + RK[i]) / KSum}                             i=0,1,2,.., k 

 
Where 

KSum = Σi (LK[i] + Rk[i])                                                  i=0,1,2,..,N-1 
 

Interpolation is used to generate five points between the consecutive values, 
leading to data value at 20-seocnd intervals. Fig. 18 shows this interpolated 
data. 

 

 
 
Fig. 18: TAC data for the second phase of Reno gram - 90 frames of 20-seconds. 

 
The sixty 1-second frames of perfusion phase and ninety 20-second frames of 
second-phase data form the image sequence for analyses. Normal renogram data 
are generated from the (Kn) kidney and (A) aorta TAC data.  

 
Beside normal data options are made available to simulate following 
malfunctions  
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1. Artery stenosis: Options for simulation of artery stenosis in left or right or 
both kidneys have been provided. Thus stenosis TAC data (Ks) are used in 
place of normal TAC (Kn) data.  

 
2. Obstruction and clearance by lasix: This option allows generation of data 

with obstruction in left, right or both kidneys and simulate the effect of lasix 
given at 15 minutes post injection period. TAC data for Kl are used in place 
of Kn data. 

 
Fig. 19 to Fig. 20 shows the simulation of renal function imaging study. 
 

 
 
Fig. 19: Reno gram data acquisition in progress- the figure shows the 
acquisition of 102-frame in-group 2.   
 
 

• Renal perfusion study: Simulation of perfusion study and kidney uptake 
evaluation from static-image e.g. GHA renal function has also been 
incorporated. This option generates complete renogram study i.e. 60 frames of 
one-second duration and 90 twenty-second frames. The complete simulation is 
carried out to generate the static image that is used to infer about the focal 
defects. The data for only the first phase are stored in disk file. This numeric 
phantom makes use of the TAC data of renogram phantom for generation of 
perfusion and clearance. There is no provision to incorporate focal defects in 
kidney ROI to simulate malfunctioning. Thus this phantom is only a normal 
study simulation. he data for only the first phase are stored in disk file.  
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Fig. 20: Screen at the end of Reno-gram (one kidney stenosis) acquisition, each 
image frame is numbered serially starting from the first frame. 

 
• Liver function studies: Liver function studies include the image data for first 

60 one-seconds frames. The images consist of liver, spleen and kidneys in 
posterior view. TAC data is not parameterized to generate different 
abnormalities. Only a set of TAC data is used to generate different 
malfunctions. The values of different TAC data sampled at 3-second interval 
are given below 

 
Spleen TAC:  
     S[20]={0,0,0,4,20,44,60,74,76,80,86,88,84,90,80,90,88,99,96,100}  
 
Portal component: 
     P[20]={0,0,0,0,0,1,3,5,10,15,25,35,45,66,70,75,83,92,95,100} 
 
Kidney TAC: 
     K[20]={0,3,5,15,50,100,85,55,45,45,55,55,53,55,50,51,45,40,45,40} 
 
Malignancy TAC: 
     M[20]={0,3,5,15,50,100,85,55,35,25,20,15,10,8,8,8,7,6,5,4} 
 

Fig. 21 shows the TAC data interpolated to yield values for 1-second frames 
image sequence. 
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Fig. 21: TAC data for liver function study with simulation of focal defect of liver 
abscess. The image sequence is based on the TAC data of liver, spleen and 
kidneys. 

 
Besides the normal liver function the abnormalities simulated include  
 
1. Portal hypertension: Portal hypertension data for liver TAC is generated by 

combining the TAC data of portal component (P) and spleen (S) in the user 
specified ratio. There is no focal defect incorporated in this case.  

 
2. Liver malignancy: A focal defect in the liver ROI is generated. This ROI 

include only the arterial component represented by the spleen TAC (S).  
 

3. Liver abscess: Focal defect in liver ROI is generated that corresponds to 
only the background TAC. The rest of TAC data is normal data used to 
generate the image sequence.  
 

Arterial component is deduced from the spleen time activity curve data. Kidney 
TAC peak point indicates starting point for the appearance of the portal 
component activity. Fig. 22 shows the generated image sequence. 
 

• Cerebral blood flow studies: The simulated study consists of 60 one-second 
frames. Images consist of carotid arteries, anterior cerebral artery and middle 
cranial arteries. A set of TAC data for different artery is used to generate the 
image sequence. The values sampled at 5-second interval are given below. 
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Fig. 22: Image sequence for liver function dynamic imaging study. There are 60 
frames of one-second duration. 
 

 
Carotid artery: 
     Ca[12]={2,100,75,72,68,70,75,72,71,72,71,70} 
 
Cranial artery:  
     Cr[12]={0,100,37,25,40,30,25,23,25,23,25,24} 
 
Cranial middle:  
     Cm[12]={0,75,23,20,30,25,18,17,16,15,16,13} 
 

Fig. 23 shows the graphs of this set interpolated to yield 1-second interval 
values. These data are representing a typical study with aim of estimating the 
peak width in term of FWHM. Parametric derivation for different FWHM and 
clearance is not incorporated. Images consist of carotid arteries, anterior 
cerebral artery and middle cranial arteries. Fig. 24 shows the generated image 
sequence. The tracer passes quickly through the anterior and middle cranial 
arteries as shown in the first 16 images (Fig. 24). Tracer in the carotid arteries 
and salivary glands stays for a long time and thus these are visualized through 
out the 60 seconds of the study. 
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Fig. 23: TAC data for cerebral blood flow study. 
 

 
 
Fig. 24: Cerebral blood flow dynamic imaging studies- the sequence of images 
generated for the TAC data shown in Fig. 23. 
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• Lung function studies: Lung function studies are carried out with aerosol 
tracer that accumulates in the lungs. This is then cleared through the alveolar 
membrane and absorbed by the blood cells. Thus there are two parts – first part 
is the accumulation of the tracer in the lungs and the second the absorption and 
clearance by the blood. This simulation generates data for thirty-two 20-second 
frames showing both the lungs. The 640-second duration is divided in to two 
parts – the first one-third is the uptake region and the remaining time is the 
region for the tracer clearance from the lungs. The TAC data is shown in Fig. 
25. The absorption and clearance are generated by the exponential functions. 
Following equation are used to generate the TAC data  

 
For uptake region 
     L(k) =125 (e-0.015k- e-0.45k)                           k=0,1,2,..,k3              
 
For clearance region 
     L(k)=L(k3) [0.8e-0.35(k - k3)+2e-0.15(k - k3)]       k=k3, k3+1,..,N-1 
 

 
 
Fig. 25: TAC data for lung clearance studies. The image at the right does not 
show any lung structure, as the there is no activity left in the lungs at the end of 
study. 
 
 

Sequence of images generated by using this TAC data are shown in Fig. 26.The 
lungs images are generated by a set of ellipses with increasing concentration with 
the decrease in size of ellipse axis. This processing generates the images imitating 
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the lung activity distribution that is more at the middle of the thoracic cavity. No 
provision is made to simulate the focal defects with hyper or hypo clearance. 
 

 
 
Fig. 26: Image sequence for lung function studies. 
 
 

• First pass cardiac function study: Object of this study is to assess the 
following cardiac functions  
 
a) left ventricle to right ventricle shunt 
 
b) ejection fraction from the later part of LV TAC data that shows sinusoid 

variations.  
 

Image view is selected so that the right and left ventricles are overlapping. The 
shunt evaluation involves fitting of gamma functions to TAC data. The bolus 
injection is required for the resolution of left and right ventricular components 
of lung TAC. Verification of bolus assumption is made from the TAC of 
superior vena cava (SVC) ROI. Thus SVC, lung and heart (both ventricles) data 
are required to be extracted by selecting ROI on the generated image sequence. 
The value of frame rate should be high to generate 16 to 24 of points in the 
heart cycle for ejection fraction evaluation. This value is 50ms for heart rate of 
75 beats per minute (BPM) and should be lower for higher heart rates.   

 
Data for fifteen cardiac cycles are generated. Each cardiac cycle consists of 16 
frames. Each frame has the image of lung, ventricles overlying each other, and 
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atrium / superior vena-cava region. TAC data for single heart beat of 16 frames 
is generated by the following equations 
 

Ventricle activity  
     V[k] =100 [0.6 + 0.35sin({k+1}2π/16)]            k=0,1,..,15 
 
Auricle activity  
     A[k] = 20 [0.6 -0.35sin((k+1)2π/16.)]                 k=0,1,..,15 

 

These values are modulated on the base line values for left ventricle (LV) and 
right ventricle (RV) given by the following data for each cardiac cycle 
boundary. 
 

Base line activity for right ventricle:  
    RV[15]={0,149,167,115, 92,70,46, 30,15,8,4,2,1, 2,1} 
 
Base line activity for left ventricle: 
    LV[15]={0,1,3,5,10,20,48, 60,71,77,71,70,65,62,60} 
 
Lung TAC data is given by the following values at the cardiac boundaries 
     LNG[15]={ 0,10,25,45,60,65,55,40,35,25,22,20,18,18,16} 
 
Superior Vena-cava TAC data: 

           SVC[15]={250,70,30,20,19,18,16,17,16,15,14,13,12,11,10};   
 

       These data are used to generate the TAC value at a frame. Image of each ROI is 
generated by a set of ellipses with variation in dimension depending on the 
value given by the required TAC for the ventricles. The dimension of lung 
ellipse is not varied. Fig. 27 shows the simulated TAC data for the ROI used in 
first pass function studies.  
 
Fig. 28 shows the first 63 frames of the imaging study data. The flow of the 
tracer from SVC to auricles, right ventricle, lungs and left ventricle is clearly 
seen. These frames are analyzed for generating the lung TAC data to be 
processed for evaluation of left to right ventricle shunt.  
 
Fig. 29 shows the last 64 frames of the first pass study. These frames show the 
sinusoid variations and TAC for the ventricle is used for estimation of ejection 
fraction.  
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Fig. 27: Simulated TAC data for superior vena cava, lung and ventricles at 
frame rate of 20 frames per second. 

 

 
 
Fig. 28: First 63 image frames showing the passage of the tracer through lung 
and ventricles for the first pass function study. 
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Fig. 29: Last 64 frames of the first pass cardiac function study. Frames from 
177 to 240 forms a part of the data that are used to assess the ejection fraction 
based on fitting a sinusoid function to LV TAC data. 
 

3.3 MUGA Cardiac Function Study: Simulation of MUGA data consists of two 
major parts. The first part deals with the generation of TAC for specified heart rate 
and ejection fraction. The second part deals with the generation of a sequence of 
images showing ventricles, auricles and background activity in different parts of the 
cardiac cycle.  
 
• Simulation of LV TAC: Left ventricle (LV) TAC consists of systole and 

diastole parts.  Systole and diastole intervals are dependent on the heart rate.  
Many points characterize these regions within the heart cycle. Data for fifteen 
cardiac cycles are generated. These intervals and onset points are defined by the 
following equations.  

 
A) Isometric ventricular contraction (IVC) interval: This value is 40 ms and the 

lower limit is set at 1 frame of MUGA study. TAC array index span is from 
0 to N1.  
IVC  = 0.04 
 

B) Ventricle systole (VS) interval: This value depends on the heart rate. TAC 
array index span is from N1 to N2.  
VS  = 0.3 + (75 - HR) 0.10 / 60 
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VS interval at different heart rates given by this equation is summarized 
below 
========================================== 
Heart rate  RR Interval    VS Predicted    VS Value  
========================================== 
  45               1.33              0.35                   -- 
  60               1.0                0.325                 0.33 
  75               0.8                0.3                     0.3 
  90               0.66              0.275                 -- 
105               0.57              0.25                   -- 
 120              0.5                0.225                 0.23 
========================================== 

 
This equation does give VS interval values that are consistent with the 
values reported in literature at some of the heart rate values.  

 
C) Proto-ventricular diastolic phase (PVD) interval: This value is 40 ms. TAC 

array index span is from N2 to N3.  
PVD = 0.04  
 

D) Rapid ventricular filling (RVF) interval: This is assumed to be equal to VS. 
The index span is from N3R to N4.  
RVF = VS  
 

E) Slow ventricular filling due to isometric relaxation (SVD): The index span 
varies from N2 to N3R, and the value is given as  
SVD = VS + PVD + 0.1 x RVF 
 

F) Onset of diastases (OSD): This point is defines the array index N4. 
      OSD =  VS + PVD + RVF 
G) Atrial systole (AS) interval: This interval depends on the heart rate and the 

value is given as  
AS  = 0.1 + (75 - HR) x 0.04 / 60 
 

H) Onset of atrial contraction (OAC): This defines the array index N5.  
OAC = RR - AS + IVC  

 
Two models have been proposed for computing LV time activity curve, L(i) for 

i = 0 to NDP-1, where  NDP is the total number of points in TAC.  
 
Model-I (Physiological): This model simulates the emptying and filling by 

exponential functions of square of elapsed time. This leads to generation of 
curves with shoulder before the rapid change followed by slow alteration 
near the end of interval. The region wise equations are defined below.  

 
1. Region of IVC: constant at maximum value.  
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L(i) = 100.         for i = 0 to N1. 
 

2. Region of VS: Exponential reduction to lowest value defined by the 
specified EF value.  The exponential rate constant E is defined as 
below.  
E  = 0.693/VS   
L(i) = 100.(1. - EF + EF e[-(i-N1) (i-N1)*E)] ) for i = N1 to N2-1.  
 
This equation requires that N2-1-N1 should be more than one. For low 
heart rate (40BPM) and 16 frames per heartbeat, this interval is only 
one unit. In this case i.e. when N2-1-N1 is one N1 is equated to zero in 
the above equation.  
 

3. Region of SVD: Linear rise to 0.1 EF above the lowest value.    
      L(i) = L(N2-1) + 0.1 EF (i - N2) / SVD         for i = N2 to N3R  
 
4. Region of RVF + diastases i.e. up to the onset of atrial systole: 

Exponential build-up with rate constant F is defined over this interval. 
      F = 0.693/(RVF + diastases)  
      L(i)  = L(N3R-1) + 0.75 EF (1.– e [- {i-(N3R-1)}{i-(N3R-1)}F] )     for i = N3R to  

N5.  
 
5. Region of atrial systole: Linear rise to maximum value. 
      L (i) = L(i-1) + [100 - L(N5-1)]/(NDP-N5) for i = N5 to NDP the total 

point in the left ventricular TAC.  
 

Model-II (Sinusoid function): This model approximates the slow and rapid 
rate components by raised cosine functions. Raised cosine function is 
cosine function added over an offset so that there are no negative values. 
The different regions are  
 
1) Region of IVC: Constant at maximum value. 

L(i) = 100.  for i= 0 to N1-1. 
 

2) Region of VS: trigonometric function defined over the emptying 
interval TE 
TE   = N2 - 1 - N1. 
L(i) = 100(1.-EF / 2 {1- cos[-π (i-N1) / TE ] }) for i = N1 to N2-1.  
 

3) Region of PVD + RVD + diastases: Trigonometric cosine function 
defined over filling interval TF,  
TF  = N4 - 1 - (N2 - 1) 
FRV  = EF / 100 / 2 (1 - cos [π (i - N2) / TF]). 
L(i)  = L(N2-1) + FRV x 75  for i = N2 to N4-1.  
 

4) Region of atrial systole: Linear rise to maximum value.  
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L (i) = L(i-1) + [100 - L(N5-1)/(N5-NDP) for i = N5 to NDP-1 the total 
points in the left ventricular TAC. 
 

As the MUGA study uses the data obtained by summing a number of 
cardiac cycles and there are variations in these intervals due to variations in 
RR interval, simulated data for LV TAC is obtained by smoothing the 
obtained L(i) data. A moving average filter of 3-point window is used to 
smooth the TAC and introduce the effect of RR interval variations.  
 

• Generation of MUGA Data: Images are generated for the modeled LV TAC 
based on the alteration in the ventricle and auricle sizes in different parts of the 
cardiac cycle. These chambers are represented by three-dimensional ellipsoids. 
Both the size and position of the ellipsoid is altered during the cardiac cycle. 
The aim is to generate the dynamic image data that imitates the actual 
experimental observation in real MUGA study. Simulation has the following 
steps. 

 
1. Generation of image with background consisting of lungs, spleen, stomach, 

aorta and valve region activities. This image is taken from the diastole 
image of VEENSTRA phantom data. 

 
2. Volume of the three dimensional ellipsoid is given by the LV TAC data. 

Depending on the temporal position within the cardiac cycle there are 
alterations in the major and minor axis of the ellipse. These axes are 
evaluated and the regions occupied by the chambers in different parts of the 
cardiac cycle are marked. 

 
3. Counts in LV region and background contribution factor in all the frames 

are computed.  
 

4. Computation of the multiplication factor for conversion of the generated 
image to the image for specified counts. This factor is computed based on 
whether the acquisition is for the specified LV counts or for the byte 
saturation, i.e. 255 counts in any one of the frames.  

 
Data for each frame in the cardiac cycle is now generated by first placing the 
background image, then replacement of areas occupied by the heart chambers 
with the corresponding counts values. These values have addition of 
background, multiplication with factor for acquisition mode and incorporate 
counting statistics errors. 
 
Simulation of MUGA data is demonstrated in the following part. Fig. 30 shows 
the parameters frames per beat, heart rate, Basis functions (Physiological in this 
case), acquisition mode byte saturation (i.e. continue till one pixel in MUGA 
frame is 255) and finally the ejection fraction. User can alter these parameters 
interactively and then press “CONTINUE” command button. 
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Fig. 30: Parameter specification for simulation of MUGA data. 
 
Fig. 31 shows the data for LV TAC generated for the parameters specified in 
the user interaction panel shown in Fig. 30. Data acquisition requires further 
specifications and setting of parameters with user interaction panel shown in 
Fig. 32. There are two groups of these parameters – one that is necessary for 
acquisition of MUGA study and the second necessary for the simulation of 
cardiac function. Parameters in the former group are the number beats to 
acquire (400 beats for this simulation), tolerance threshold i.e. reject beats 
falling out side this threshold (preset is one of 5, 10 & 15% of the average RR 
interval- for this simulation the value of 10% has been selected). The second 
group of parameters consists of  - the percent incidence of PVC (i.e. number of 
premature beats out of 100) and the extent of premature interval (i.e. RR 
associated with PVC expressed as percent average RR interval). Here in this 
example these values were 15% and 60% respectively. There are of two types 
of PVC - non-compensatory and PVC with compensatory pause. The beat with 
compensatory pause has a beat with long RR interval that follows the PVC 
resulting in the sum of these two RR intervals being almost twice the average 
RR interval. Beat following the non-compensatory beat is a normal beat . 
 
Fig. 33 shows the histogram of the RR intervals for first 50 beats to decide the 
RR interval for detection of PVC and tracking the RR interval. The presence of 
PVC generates a histogram with more than one peak. 
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Fig. 31: TAC data for one cardiac cycle. 
 

 
 
Fig. 32: Parameters for acquisition and simulation of MUGA study. 
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Histogram without any PVC will be mono-modal with mean value that can be 
used to track the RR interval and reject the abnormal beat. Presence of PVC 
with compensatory pause generates a histogram with three peaks – first with 
peak at RRp the interval of PVC, the middle one with RRa interval of normal 
beats and the third one with peak at 2RRa - RRp interval of compensatory beats. 
Histogram for non-compensatory beats has two peaks – one for the normal RRa 
interval, the other for the PVC with reduced RRp interval. The average value 
based on all the beats will be lower than the normal RRa interval. The extent of 
this reduction will depend on the non-compensatory PVC incidence. There was 
15% incidence of PVC with short (60% of average) RRa interval. Average value 
was reduced to 693.7ms instead of expected 800ms. If this average value is used 
for tracking and rejection of bad beats - then almost all the beats will be rejected 
at the user specified tolerance level of 5 to 15%. On the contrary the RRa 
tracking value set at the peak of large incidence component will only reject the 
PVC and retain all beats within the tolerance level. The MUGA acquisition 
program must show this histogram and allow the user to set the average RR 
interval for tracking the heart rate and reject the bad beats. In this simulation- 
user selected 800ms value of average RR interval.  

 

 
 
Fig. 33: Histogram of RR interval on first 50 beats to decide the average value 
for tracking the RR interval and rejection of bad beats. 
 
Fig. 34 shows the MUGA acquisition with these setting after 389 beats have 
been accepted and 64 PVC beats have been rejected. Fig. 35 shows the 
histogram of the RR intervals for beats that have been accepted.  
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Fig. 34: MUGA acquisitions in progress- 389 beats have been accepted while 
64 beats have been rejected. The running average RR interval is 797ms. 
 

 
 
Fig. 35: RR interval histogram for the accepted beats. 
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Fig. 36 shows the frame counts vs. the frame number graph. This shows that the 
counts in the MUGA frame are not identical. This is due to the fact that the 
activity within the frame is dependent on the phase of the heart cycle. For the 
MUGA acquisition QC – where flood field source is used for the acquisition of 
data this graph (see Fig. 78 in later part on QC of data acquisition) is supposed 
to be within the average plus or minus three standard deviations region.  
 

 
 
Fig. 36: Total frame counts verses the frame number for the MUGA data – there 
are more counts in the refilling region as compared with the ejection part of the 
heart beat. Total frame counts need not follow the LV count profile –because of 
the contribution form the activity in the non-LV region. 
 

 
3.4 SPECT imaging studies: Simulation of acquisition of SPECT data for a point 
source in attenuating medium has been described (SINGH, KATARIA & 
SAMUEL, 2001a). User specifies collimator in addition to the other parameters of 
the camera. Fig. 37 shows the characteristics of low energy general-purpose 
collimator that has been selected by the user.  
 
User also sets the acquisition parameters. Fig. 38 shows the user interaction panel 
for setting. Number of projection, angle span (180 or 360), time per angle, starting 
angle and radius of rotation are the parameters set by the user for acquisition of the 
projection data. For SPECT simulation additional information of the object 
characteristics are necessary. These are width depth and coefficient of attenuation. 
Radius of rotation depends on the size of the object and should be kept at minimum 
possible value.  
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Fig. 37: characteristics of the low energy general-purpose collimator selected 
by the user for simulation of SPECT projection data 
. 

 
 
Fig. 38: Parameters for acquisition of SPECT data. 
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The next panel is used for setting the location of point source. Fig. 39 shows the 
user interaction panel for setting the location of point source. 
 
 

  
 

Fig. 39: Panel for setting the location of point source. 
 
Program evaluates the following parameters and stores in Sp data array along with 
the label string. User can obtain the graph by selecting the index for x variable and y 
variable.  
 

1. X COORDINATE (PIXEL): Xθ = (X- Xc) cosθ + (Z- Zc) sinθ + Xc;   
2. Y COORDINATE (PIXEL): Y = the transverse slice index 
3. Z COORDINATE (PIXEL): Zθ = - (X- Xc) sinθ + (Z- Zc) cosθ + Zc;   

 
Where 

Xc  - x coordinate for centre of rotation 
Zc  - z coordinate for centre of rotation 
Xθ  - x coordinate after rotation through θ 
Zθ  - z coordinate after rotation through θ 
θ   - projection angle value, 0 implies anterior view 

 
4. DET-SOURCE DISTANCE (cm) : Ds = R - (Zθ- Zc )p;  

 
Where 

R   - radius of rotation in cm 
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p   - the pixel size in cm 
 

5. ATTENUATION PATH (cm): Da = Z+ – Zp    if sinθ >= 0 
= - Z - – Zp    if sinθ < 0 

Where  
Xp= (X –Xc)p - X to center distance in cm 
Zp= (Z – Zc)p - Z to center distance in cm 
Z+ & Z -  - are z coordinates of interaction of ray 

with attenuating medium       
d  - depth of the attenuating medium (cm) 
w   - width of the attenuating medium (cm) 
 

Fig. 40 shows the coordinate system and the parameters defined by index 1 – 5 
mentioned above. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Fig. 40: SPECT system: Coordinate system & illustration of different parameters – 
source to detector distance, attenuation path and angle of rotation.  

 
6. ATTENUATED ACTIVITY (FRXN) : Av=e -µDa 

Where 
µ - the attenuation coefficient of the medium  
Da  - the length of attenuation path 
 

7. SYSTEM FWHM (cm) : Fs = ( Gr Gr + Fi Fi)1/2; 
Where 

Xp 
Coordinates of 
photon emission 

Angle of 
rotation θ w

d 

Rotated 
Coordinate 
x-axes 

Radius of rotation R 

Detector head 

Zp 

Da Z+ 

Ds

Z - 
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Gr  - Geometric resolution of collimator 
              Gr =h (ae + Ds + Tf) / ae 
h -   hole size  
t - Septum thickness  
ae -   Collimator parameter 
              ae = Tc - 2./µ( Eγ);                                    
Tc -   thickness of the collimator 
µ( Eγ) - the attenuation coefficient of lead 
Eγ - energy of the gamma ray 
Ds - source to collimator distance 
Tf - distance from the collimator end to centre of the 

crystal 
Fi - intrinsic resolution (FWHM) of camera 

 
Fig. 41 illustrates these parameters for a parallel-hole collimator. Septum thick ness 
is used for estimation of geometric efficiency. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 41: Illustration of parameters used for estimation of collimator geometric 
resolution. 

 
A bi-variate Gauss function with variance matrix derived form system resolution 
(Index 7) is used to generate the system point spread function. Fig. 42 shows the 
variation in FWHM with the angle of rotation. Fig. 43 shows the reduction in 
activity due to depth dependent attenuation. Fig. 44 shows the graphs: sinogram – 
column sum of the projection data vs. the angle of rotation, linogram – row sum of 
the projection data vs. the angle of rotation. The profiles through the maximum of 
the point-spread-function are also shown and are consistent with the attenuation and 
depth dependent resolution effects. Fig. 45 shows the acquired projection data panel 
at the completion of SPECT acquisition. 

Tf

Ds 

Tc 

h t

Collimator 

Source 

Detector Center 
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Fig. 42: Plot of system point spread function based full width half maximum 
(FWHM) value vs. the angle of rotation. 
  

 
 
Fig. 43: Activity of the point source at different angle of rotation – shows 
maximum activity registration at anterior view and minimum at posterior view – 
consistent with the position of the point source. 
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Fig. 44: Sino gram (X projection vs. angle of rotation), linogram (Y projection 
vs. angle of rotation) and profiles through the maximum of the projection data. 
 

 
 
Fig. 45: SPECT data acquisition panel – displays the acquired projection data 
along with the projection number, angle of rotation and count rate.   
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4 SIMULATION OF DATA ACQUISITION: Appropriate user interaction 
panel enquires the parameters applicable to the simulation of imaging study. The 
image data are generated from the gamma flux calculated for the type of numeric 
phantom required by the imaging studies. These images are corrected for the size 
the phantom and the detector size. If the two sizes are same then there is no 
alteration. If the detector size (d) is smaller than the phantom size - d-sized central 
part of gamma flux image is zoomed to fill the image matrix.  If the detector size d 
is large than the phantom size then the gamma flux image is proportionally reduced 
and positioned in the central part of the image matrix. The effects of system 
performance are now introduced and the images are stored for simulation of data 
acquisition. Subsequently simulation program allows the user to select the count 
rate and preset time from the user interaction acquisition panels. These values are 
used to set the total counts in the projection image. There are different user 
interaction panel for static, dynamic, MUGA and SPECT imaging studies. The 
panel for acquisition of static imaging studies is shown in Fig. 46. This shows the 
acquisition of Rollo phantom data. The panels for other imaging studies are have 
been shown earlier – dynamic (Fig. 28, 29), MUGA (Fig. 34) and SPECT (Fig. 45).  
 

 
 
Fig. 46: User interaction data acquisition panel for static imaging studies. 
 

All of these user interaction panels have the “START”, “STOP” and “CONTINUE” 
command buttons (last button for dynamic, MUGA and SPECT acquisition panels 
alone, static data acquisition does not have it as it has the option for acquisition for 
next view). Initially the program shows the persistent mode that allows the user to 
set count rate and preset time parameters. This preset time and preset count controls 
are valid only for the static imaging studies and are provided for the user to alter or 
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set them. For other imaging studies the protocol parameters define these values and 
the user sets these values at the time of setting the protocol.  
 
On left clicking the “START” command button, “ACQ. ON” LED glows indicating 
the initiation of the acquisition process. The program shows the acquisition process 
and the associated image in the panel. On completion of the acquisition, the 
program switches off the “ACQ. ON” LED and waits for the user to left click the 
“STOP” button. Program now shows the projection numbers along with the 
projection image data. On left clicking the “CONTINUE” command button the 
program proceeds to save the data in user specified file. Acquiring the flood field 
data in dynamic or MUGA imaging studies carries out QC of data acquisition. The 
simulation is shown under “QC DATA ACQ.” in camera checkup (section 5).  
 
5 CAMERA CHECKUP: This option simulates the quality control of imaging 
studies. Exercising this option from the menu generates the phantom image. The 
analyses associated with the phantom study are performed. These commands 
specify the type of phantom to be simulated for assessment of the performance of 
the system.  
 
• PHANTOM STUDIES: As described under static imaging studies. Fig. 47 

shows the ROLLO phantom study when the PHA window is asymmetric 
leading to cold spots in the region occupied by the photo-multipliers.  

 

  
 
Fig. 47: Artifacts introduced by the asymmetric PHA window in the Rollo 
phantom image taken on a LFOV camera. 
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The first hexagonal ring of the PMT is clearly visualized in the area occupied 
by the phantom. Compare this image with the ROLLO phantom data (Fig. 13) 
on a SFOV camera. The artifacts introduced by asymmetric PHA window are 
clearly demonstrated. Incidentally this comparison also demonstrates the effect 
of detector size on the size of the image produced. Fig. 13 is the data acquired 
on a SFOV camera that covers only a part of the phantom thus the image matrix 
covers only a part the phantom. Fig. 47 shows the phantom image on a LFOV 
camera- the detector size is large as compared to the phantom size. This leads to 
the phantom image covering only central part of the image matrix.  
 
 

• QUALITY CONTROL: This has a set of sub-options. First in the list are the 
NEMA standard tests.  Then it has options for the simulation of the possible 
types of amplifier and ADC defects. Following options are available. 

 
INTRINSIC SPATIAL RESOLUTION 
INTRINSIC ENERGY RESOLUTION  
INTRINSIC FLOOD FIELD UNIFORMITY  
POINT SOURCE SENSITIVITY  (SPATIAL UNIFORMITY) 
INTRINSIC POINT SPREAD FUNCTION 
INTRINSIC SPATIAL LINEARITY  
INTRINSIC COUNT RATE LOSS    
MULTIPLE WINDOW REGISTRATION 
SYSTEM SPATIAL RESOLUTION    
SYSTEM SENSITIVITY           
POLYNOMIAL WARPING CORRECTION  
INTRINSIC SENSITIVITY        
ENERGY EFFICIENCY            
AMPLIFIER DEFICIENCY EFFECTS 
ADC IMPERFECTION EFFECTS 
PARTIAL VOLUME EFFECTS     
 

These are now described below. 
 
INTRINSIC SPATIAL RESOLUTION: Slit phantom is used for this QC 
evaluation. Fig. 48 shows the results – the profile graph, FWHM, FWTM and 
slit separation parameters along with the statistics (mean, standard deviations 
and coefficient of variation COV). Image is divided in to 16 profiles 
perpendicular to the slit. Each of one these profiles is analyzed to locate the slit 
position. Region around this position is fitted with a Gauss function. FWTM 
and FWHM are calculated from the standard deviation of the fitted data. 
Statistics of each parameter is evaluated and reported. Results in Fig. 48 are for 
raw image with slits parallel to y-axis thus evaluating the x-resolution. Similar 
results are reported for the corrected image and when the slits are positioned 
parallel to the x-axis. 
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Fig.48: QC results for analyses of the slit phantom data for evaluation of intrinsic 
spatial resolution. 

 
INTRINSIC ENERGY RESOLUTION: This option allows the user to find out 
the energy spectrum for the selected gamma ray energy. Fig. 4 shows the energy 
spectrum for technetium 99mTc isotope with gamma rays of 140 keV. Iodine 131I 
isotope has gamma rays of 364 keV and has been used for nuclear medicine 
imaging. Fig. 49 shows the spectrum for gamma rays 364 keV and has 
prominent Compton scatter contribution. Program allows user to select any 
other value of energy for generation of gamma ray spectrum.  
 
INTRINSIC FLOOD FIELD UNIFORMITY: This option allows the user to 
acquire the flood field phantom image with the total counts set by the user. 
Flood field analyses are performed and the results are reported as in Fig. 10, for 
UFOV and CFOV parts of the image. The NEMA & DHSS parameters for the 
uniformity are calculated and displayed. The parameters are integral non-
linearity (NEMA and DHSS), differential non-linearity (DHSS and NEMA), 
mean, minimum and maximum counts per pixel, standard deviation, coefficient-
of-variation, percent of pixels within a specified percent of mean value. 
Program also calculates the density and cumulative distribution of counts per 
pixel. The nature of these distributions is used to assess the uniformity 
performance of the camera. In addition the high contrast and three gray level 
images are calculated and displayed. 
 
User can also study the effect of PHA setting on the uniformity. 
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Fig. 49: Spectrum for gamma ray energy of 364 keV. 
 
POINT SOURCE SENSITIVITY  (SPATIAL UNIFORMITY): A collimated 
point source is placed on the bare crystal surface. The source positions are the 
points on a square (side  = 30mm) grid in UFOV. Image is acquired for a fixed 
time. The point source is moved to next position on the grid and data for the 
same time are collected in another image. Images are analyzed when the data 
acquisition is over for all the point source positions. Average value, maximum, 
minimum, standard deviation and COV are reported as shown in Fig. 50. The 
procedure is repeated with the correction circuits enabled and the results are 
reported.  
 
Uniformity correction is carried out on the basis of flood field image. The 
correction matrix is based on either the minimum or maximum or the average 
counts per pixel value. The first method leads to loss of counts while the second 
method based on maximum value leads to addition of the counts. The third 
method based on the average value conserves the counts in the image before 
and after the correction. When the correction is applied the mean value of the 
acquired image is taken in to account to preserve the total counts. Thus for a 
distributed source the mean value covers a large area and the variations 
introduced by correction procedure are not visualized. For a collimated point 
source only a small fraction of the field is used for computation of the mean 
value brings out the variations introduced by the correction matrix. The values 
for raw image and correction circuits enabled image are used to assess the 
camera performance. In this example the COV for correction circuits enabled 
image was 1.34 instead of 1.52 for the raw image. 
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Fig. 50: Point source sensitivity test to check the uniformity performance. 
 
INTRINSIC POINT SPREAD FUNCTION: This option allows user to select a 
point on the crystal surface and generate the image for a point source placed on 
a perpendicular line through this point. User interaction panel is shown in Fig. 
51. User can specify the source distance form the crystal surface. The program 
generates the gamma flux image and evaluates the FWHM, FWTM in x and y 
directions. The distance from the surface is reported along with these 
parameters derived from the PSF image. The process is repeated on the raw 
image and the image generated after the correction circuits are enabled. Fig. 52 
shows the profile analyses results for the gamma flux image. Fig. 53 shows the 
gamma flux, raw and corrected images. Fig. 54 shows the results for raw and 
correction circuits enabled image. User can evaluate the performance for any 
point specified by the cursor position in Fig. 51 and distance at the appropriate 
prompt generated by the program. 
 
INTRINSIC SPATIAL LINEARITY: This procedure is carried out on the slit 
phantom images. Fig. 7 shows the slit phantom image with slits parallel to the 
y-axis. It has been divided in to 16 profiles. Results for the slit positions and 
difference from the average slit position are reported in Fig. 7. Fig. 55 shows 
the linearity analyses results. This is similar to the Fig. 48 that shows the 
results for the evaluation of spatial resolution. Program performs the complete 
analyses but the results for the user specified function alone are reported. 
Program generates the images for gamma flux, correction circuit disabled (raw) 
and corrected image and these results are reported as shown in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 51: Specification of point source position for 
point spread function evaluation. 
 

 
 
Fig. 52: Point spread function analyses – gamma flux image analyzed by 
evaluation of - x profile passing through the maximum point- FWHM, FWTM in 
x and y direction are evaluated. 
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Fig. 53: Point spread function data  for a SFOV system.  
 

 
 
Fig. 54: POPUP panel showing the results of 
point spread function analyses for raw and 
linearity corrected images. 
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Fig. 55: Intrinsic spatial linearity evaluation results – graph of central part 
counts vs. distance (pixel number) profile and text box showing the statistics of 
inter slit distance (separation), mean non-linearity, differential non-linearity 
parameters. 
 
INTRINSIC COUNT RATE LOSS: This QC test is for the count rate 
performance. Dead time of the system is evaluated from a number of radiation 
sources with known activity. Plot of the observed count rate and the true count 
rate is plotted. The relation between the observed count rate R and true count 
rate T with a system dead time τ is give as 
 
R = T e -τT   = T/ e τT  = T / ( 1 +  τT)  ---29 
 
Thus observed count rate can be predicted from the true count rate when dead 
time is known. The expression T / (1 + τT) is valid only for small values of τT 
as 1 + τT approximates the exponential function eτT for really small values of 
τT. Prediction of true rate from observed is deduced by rearranging equation 29 
as 
 
R + R τT = T ---30 
 
T - R τT = R  ---31 
 
T = R / (1 -  τR) ---32 
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This approximation is valid for small values of τR. The program displays the 
exponential function relation between observed count rate (coordinate) and true 
count rate (abscissa). The program allows the user to set the dead time and 
generates the graph. The dead time for modern gamma camera is approximately 
2 microseconds. The Fig. 56 shows the count rate performance for the upgraded 
gamma camera where a PC interface is used to acquire image data. These 
systems have dead time varying from 5 –8 microseconds. The Fig. 56 shows the 
graph for a dead time of 8 microseconds – 20% loss is at 28kCps. 
 

 
 
Fig. 56: Count rate performance graph- for user selected dead time of 8µs. 
 
MULTIPLE WINDOW REGISTRATION: Camera performance at three 
energy windows set at 93, 184 and 296 keV is evaluated for locating point 
sources and their separation. Fig. 57 shows the energy spectrum at 93 keV. Fig. 
58 shows the gamma flux, raw and linearity corrected image for the four points 
when the camera PHA is set for 93 keV energy window. Points P1 to P4 are set 
along the diameters parallel to x and y-axes and are placed symmetrically at a 
distance of 75% iris diameter. In this example the iris is 110 pixels. The 75% 
iris radius is 41 pixels leading to X1, Y1 at pixel 23 and X2, Y2 at 105-pixel 
index. Distances along x and y are 83 pixels. The raw and corrected images at 
each energy value are analyzed. The results are summarized in Table 1. 
Positions of points P1 to P4, X distance and Y distances in cm are reported 
along with the maximum shift in x and y direction. These results are used to 
assess the difference in spatial registration caused by the performance of the 
system at different energy window. 
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Fig. 57: Energy spectrum at 93 keV. 
 

 
 
Fig. 58: Gamma flux, raw and corrected images for four point sources placed at 
coordinate extremes of a circle with radius equal to 75% iris. PHA is at 93 keV. 
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Table 1 

Results for Multiple Window spatial registration QC test 
 
Energy ---P1-- ------P2-- -----P3-- -----P4---  Distance 
KeV    X1   Y0    X2   Y0   X0   Y1   X0    Y2  D_X  D_Y 
__________________________________________________________ 
 
Raw Image ------------------------------------ 
 93  22.5 64.0 105.5 64.0 64.0 22.6 64.0 105.5 13.2 13.2 
296  22.4 64.0 105.5 64.0 64.0 22.6 64.0 105.4 13.2 13.1 
184  22.5 64.0 105.4 64.0 64.0 22.6 64.0 105.5 13.1 13.2 
Maximum shift (cm)                             0.1  0.1 
Corrected IMAGE ------------------------------------- 
 93  24.6 64.0 104.4 64.0 64.0 23.5 64.0 104.6 12.7 12.9 
296  24.6 64.0 104.4 64.0 64.0 22.6 64.0 104.6 12.7 12.9 
184  24.5 64.0 104.7 64.0 64.0 23.5 64.0 104.5 12.7 12.9 
Maximum shift (cm)                              0.1  0.0 
Values are rounded up to first decimal point. 
 
 
SYSTEM SPATIAL RESOLUTION: The system QC tests are performed with 
the collimator fixed to the gamma camera detector. Two line sources are placed 
at a distance of 5cm and are aligned parallel to x or y-axis. The image data is 
generated and analyzed to locate the peak position. Spatial resolution 
parameters are evaluated and reported. Fig. 59 shows the profile and the results 
of analyses. The image is acquired with correction circuits enabled and 
analyzed in similar way.  
 
Fig. 60 shows the gamma flux, raw image and corrected image data along with 
the text box showing the FWHM, FWTM results for the corrected image. 
Similar processing is carried out with the line sources aligned with the y-axes. 
These results are for the source to collimator surface distance being 10cm. This 
test can also be performed with the source paced at any desired distance from 
the collimator surface. 
 
SYSTEM SENSITIVITY: A disk source of 10 cm is placed on the surface of 
the collimator. In this simulation source strength is set at one micro curie per 
pixel. Collimator efficiency and the source to collimator distance are used to 
generate the image data. Effects of PHA window setting – i.e. counting only the 
photo peak part of the spectrum are introduced.  In this simulation value of 287 
counts per minute is obtained for a low energy general-purpose collimator with 
20% PHA window. Fig. 61 and Fig. 62 show these results. 
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Fig. 59: System spatial resolution using a low energy general-purpose 
collimator.  
 

 
 
Fig. 60: Gamma flux, raw image and linearity corrected image data for system 
spatial resolution evaluation. Text box shows the results for the corrected image 
data. 
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Fig. 61: Disk source of 10cm diameter and one micro-curie strength is counted 
by placing it on the collimator surface. 
 

 
 
Fig. 62: Results of system sensitivity simulation shown in the text box along with 
the energy spectrum. Fraction of spectrum within the PHA window is used to 
obtain the sensitivity. 
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POLYNOMIAL WARPING CORRECTION: This option allows the user to 
evaluate the performance of linearity correction circuit based on polynomial 
warping. Fig. 6 shows that when a bead phantom with 13 beads on a line is used 
the sum of squares of deviation between the actual bead location and the one 
given by the coordinate generating circuit reduces from 240.53 for the raw 
image to 67.10 when the warping correction is applied. Fig. 63 shows the 
results for the same set up when order of polynomial is reduced to second 
degree. Table 2 summarizes the result for the polynomial degree varying from 1 
to 3. It is seen that with increase in the order of polynomial and number control 
points there is significant improvement by the correction.  
 
The correction is also dependent on the number of control points i.e. beads in a 
line. Length of light pipe used in the system plays a crucial (SINGH & BAIRI 
1995) role in the linearity correction performance. For large light pipe the sum 
total signal of PMT shows smooth variations (see section 7.2 Fig. 93) and at 
low value of light pipe length there are ripples on the smooth surface (Fig. 85 & 
89). The coordinates obtained in raw image do not show smooth variations and 
cannot be described by a polynomial. The points in between the control points 
do not follow a linear trend. On the contrary the correction matrix obtained on 
the basis of bi-linear interpolation gives better results as it reduces the 
quadrilateral formed by four points of the raw image back to corresponding 
rectangle seen in the control points image. However the matrix size has to be 
large in order to avoid the holes caused by the truncation  / rounding off of the 
coordinate values. 
    

 
 
Fig. 63: Polynomial-warping correction with second-degree polynomial. 
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Table 2 
Performance of linearity correction circuit based on the 

polynomial warping method 
=========================================================== 
Control                     Polynomial Order 
Points    ---------------------------------------------- 
                1              2               3            
         --------------  --------------   -------------- 
         SSR       SSC    SSR       SSC     SSR      SSC  
=========================================================== 
   7     62.00    36.00   62.00    46.00   62.00     4.00 
  10    146.68    73.22  146.68    66.68  146.68    36.86 
  13    245.67   199.39  245.67   194.25  245.43    67.10 
=========================================================== 
SSR – sum of squares of deviations between the actual 

points and the location in the raw image (Xs, Ys 
equation 16 & 17). 

SSC – sum of squares of deviations between the actual 
points and the location in the linearity corrected 
image using the polynomial of order listed above the 
column (Xw, Yw equations 20,21). 

 
 
INTRINSIC SENSITIVITY: The factors affecting the intrinsic sensitivity are 
the dead time and PHA window set around the photo-peak. User specifies these 
values along with radioactivity in micro curies. The program calculates the 
sensitivity of the detector when the source is moved from surface to 5-times the 
detector diameter. When the activity of the source is large, the count rate 
saturation near the detector may be observed. Fig. 64 shows such a case where a 
one milli-curie source is moved from surface to 99cm along the perpendicular 
line passing through the center of the detector. Program also displays the count 
rate for 20% loss and the maximum count rate. 
 
ENERGY EFFICIENCY: The program displays the energy efficiency i.e. 
percent absorbed vs. the energy (keV) graph. This depends on the crystal 
thickness. Fig.65 shows the efficiency graph for 0.65cm thick detector. 
 
 
AMPLIFIER DEFICIENCY EFFECTS: Fig 66 shows the menu for simulating 
the deficiency in amplifier performance and its effect on the spatial distortion 
and image quality. The defects are for alteration in gain (may lead to saturation) 
and offset (both positive and negative instead of zero) values. Out of these 
options only one is demonstrated over here – i.e. low gain 0.75 for the x channel 
alone. Static imaging study with Quad phantom has been acquired. Fig. 67 
shows the acquired data. The image of the phantom shows a reduction in size 
along the x-axis. Compare it with the images shown in Fig. 9 for a perfect 
camera. 
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Fig. 64: Intrinsic sensitivity graph for a SFOV detector. 
    

 
 
Fig. 65: Energy efficiency graph for SFOV camera with 0.65cm thick crystal 
detector 
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Fig. 66: Options for simulating amplifier deficiency. 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 67: Quad phantom image acquired with simulation of x channel amplifier 
imperfection – low gain reduced to 75 % of the normal value. 
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ADC IMPERFECTION EFFECTS: Fig. 68 shows the menu for simulation of 
ADC imperfection. The first option i.e. perfect linear ADC is used for the 
simulation of imaging studies. The imperfections are –  
 
a) Single bit failures – i.e. a particular bit either stays on or off all the time 

and is not affected by the input voltage 
 
b) Integral non-linearity – transfer function deviates from the ideal line 

 
c) Differential non-linearity – input voltage is not divided in to equal size 

bins. 
 
Transfer function (output voltage vs. input voltage) of these defects is 
calculated and the defects are propagated in the coordinate computation 
algorithm. Fig. 69 shows the transfer function for +10% integral non-linearity. 
This defect has been incorporated in both x & y channel. Fig. 70 shows the 
quad phantom image – there are distortions in the image. Comparison with the 
quad phantom image in Fig. 9 clearly brings out the differences. 
 
Similarly the other options in the menu can be exercised and the distortions 
introduced can be studied. 
 

 
 
Fig. 68: Options  for simulation of ADC imperfection effects. 
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Fig. 69: Transfer function for +10% integral non-linearity defect of ADC. 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 70: Quad phantom image acquired with defective ADC (+10% INL) in x & 
y channels. 
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PARTIAL VOLUME EFFECT: This phenomenon affects the quantitative 
analyses where the user is interested in evaluating the total activity in a region 
of interest. The resolution of scale must be lower than the size of the object that 
is to be measured by the scale. That is also true when the count profile is 
analyzed to estimate the size and the extent of a defect in gamma camera 
image. Both the evaluation of size and the total counts are affected by the 
resolution of the camera. In this simulation, user specifies the system FWHM, 
size of the defect and whether it is cold or hot spot. The program evaluates the 
true value and the observed values for the peak, FWHM and the counts within 
FWHM range. Fig. 71 shows the results for a 10mm hot spot with system 
resolution of 6.4 mm. It is seen that the maximum (peak) value and the counts 
within FWHM region are underestimated, while FWHM is overestimated 
(10.47). For cold spot the former parameters i.e. peak and the total counts 
within FWHM region are overestimated while FWHM (10.47) results was 
same as for the hot spot. Further simulation have shown (SINGH & 
KATARIA, 2001) that when the system FWHM was less than half of the size 
of the defect, small errors (<2%) were observed in estimation of peak and the 
size (based on FWHM), while in comparison counts within the FWHM range 
has more errors. The recovery fractions can be pre-computed for different sizes 
of the defects and system resolutions. These are then used to correct the 
observed parameter values for the observed size and the system resolution. 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 71: Partial volume effect demonstration- a hot spot of 10mm is analyzed 
with a system having 6.4 mm resolution. 
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• Q-C SPECT: SPECT systems not only require the quality assurance tests as for 
the planar camera systems but also in addition require more tests on gantry 
control and axis of rotation. In fact the SPECT system should be a perfect 
planar system so as the artifacts are not propagated in to 3-d object 
reconstruction process. The center of rotation is the one of additional quality 
control test. Fig. 72 shows center of rotation (COR) is evaluated by reading the 
projection data stored in a file. 

 

  
 
Fig. 72: COR plot of projection data for a point source. 
 
The projection data has been acquired by the SPECT data acquisition option. 
COR plot has two graphs – x-centroid vs. the rotation angle and the y-centroid 
vs. the rotation angle. The former estimates the error in alignment of axis of 
rotation and the latter the tilt angle of the detector head. While reconstructing 
the projection data the x offset is used and it should be less than half the pixel. 
 

• TEW – SCATTER: This option is for demonstration of scatter correction using 
multiple energy window data acquisition. Scatter spectrum is continuous 
spectrum, its contribution to photo-peak window is deduced from the windows 
that are adjacent to main photo-peak window. There are two methods for this 
scatter correction. 

 
Dual Energy Window Method: This is also known as Jaszczak subtraction 
(JASZCZAK et al 1985) method. Two energy windows Window W1 (120 – 
154) keV and window W2 (91 - 122.5) keV on the lower side of the window 
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W1 are used to acquire image data. Thus W2 window data correspond to the 
scattered photons alone that are not included in photo-peak window W1. Scatter 
spectrum is a continuous spectrum thus the contribution to W1 can be estimated 
form W2. Window W2 image is multiplied by 0.5 to estimate the scattered 
photons that have been accepted by window W1. The resultant image is 
subtracted from the W1 image.  
 
Triple Energy Window Method: Correction method based on three windows 
has been descried by (OGAVA et al 1991). Main photo-peak window is W1 
(126 – 154) keV width 28 keV. Window on lower side of this is W2 (122.5-
126) keV width 3.5 keV. Higher end window is W3 (150.5-154) keV width 3.5 
keV. The corrected image is given by 

 
I  =  I(W1) – [ I(W2) + I(W3)] x 28 / (2 x 3.5) 
 
Where 

I           is the scatter corrected image 
I(W1)  Image corresponding to energy window W1  
I(W2)  Image corresponding to energy window W2  
I(W3)  Image corresponding to energy window W3  

 
SIMCAM package does not include the scatter contribution for generation of 
image data. Most of the phantom studies are carried out in air without 
simulation of scattering medium effects. The dynamic imaging studies are again 
without incorporation of this effect. The only place where the scatter effect 
demonstration was possible is the SPECT data acquisition for point source. In 
order to demonstrate the scatter effect energy spectrum has been modified. A 
broad Gauss function has been added to represent the scatter contribution. Fig. 
73 and Fig. 74 show this modified spectrum. The data generation has been 
simulated using the PHA windows on this spectrum. Fig. 73 shows the dual 
energy window scatter correction. The image in low energy window is weighted 
and then subtracted from the composite window data. Fig. 74 shows the triple 
energy window correction for the scatter. The simulated quad phantom data 
have been used for the demonstration. The counts in the upper window detect 
and correct for the hot spots in the PMT region. The lower energy window 
account for the high counts in the between the PMT region. There is no 
significant artifact in the corrected image.  
 

• Q-C DATA ACQU.: Accurate timing for acquisition dynamic & MUGA 
imaging study needs no overemphasis, as these data are required for assessing 
the temporal behavior of the dynamic system. One way of checking this 
accuracy in frame time is to acquire flood field data with the desired acquisition 
protocol and analyze for timing accuracy based on the counts in a large ROI. 
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Fig. 73: Dual energy window based method for scatter correction. Scatter 
has been induced by adding a broad Gauss function in the spectrum. 
 

 
 
Fig. 74: Triple energy window based correction for scatter contribution- 
the uncorrected data have artifacts while in the corrected image these 
effects are almost eliminated. 
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Method of analysis: A large circular region of interest is propagated and ROI 
counts vs. time (frame number) curve is generated. This TAC is analyzed for 
mean and standard deviation. Mean plus or minus three standard deviation 
(square root of average counts) limits are drawn. With the assumption that only 
the Poisson errors are involved counts for individual frame should be within 
these limits. If there are systematic errors due to frame switching, some frames 
may have counts outside these limits.  
 
QC of dynamic imaging study data acquisition: Fig. 75 shows the acquisition 
of one-second frames for flood field data in dynamic imaging study of 60 
frames. This is analyzed / inspected for assessment of similarity in counts, 
missing frames etc. Fig. 76 shows the TAC analyses for variations in counts due 
to Poisson process. ROI counts are within the mean plus or minus three 
standard deviations (square root of mean value). Standard deviation of the TAC 
data 298.15 is less than 462.86 the square root of average. This shows that the 
acquisition has been for equal frame times and the variations are within the 
Poisson errors.  
 

 
 
Fig. 75: Flood field data acquisition in 60 frames of one-second duration by 
dynamic imaging study protocol. Small frame time less than the time required to 
save the earlier frame may lead to reduction in counts or storing of a blank 
frame. This data should be checked for presence of blank frames – counts 
checking  are done by analyses shown in Fig. 76. 
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Fig. 76: TAC analyses of flood field data acquired with dynamic imaging study 
protocol. 
 
QC of MUGA data acquisition: MUGA data acquisition protocol implements 
the bad beat rejection feature to obtain a representative cardiac cycle data. A 
double acquisition buffer is used - current beat data is acquired in one buffer 
and the last acquired beat is present in the other buffer. If last beat interval is 
short than the average RR then this data is rejected i.e. not added the sum 
buffer. Else if the last beat is within the tolerance limit then this is added to the 
sum buffer and the average RR interval value is updated. Thus the running 
average RR interval represents the average of normal heartbeats and the 
premature beats are rejected. Acquiring the flood field data with MUGA-
acquisition protocol checks timing accuracy. RR trigger is obtained from either 
human ECG signal or from hardware MUGA phantom or from electronics pulse 
generator capable of generating pulse with addition of random noise on fixed 
time period. A preset number of cardiac beats are accumulated in the sum 
buffer. The image sequence is obtained from the sum buffer. This data is then 
analyzed by the method describe above for dynamic imaging study. 
 
Fig. 77 shows the acquisition of 24 frame of a MUGA study and is inspected for 
assessment of similarity in counts, missing frames etc. This data has been 
acquired with the parameters shown in Fig. 30 and acquisition & simulation 
parameters shown in Fig. 32. Results of TAC analyses are shown in Fig. 78. 
ROI counts are within the mean plus or minus three standard deviations (square 
root of mean value). Table 3 summarizes the statistics - these are consistent 
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with the values set by the user (Fig. 30 & 32) for simulation and acquisition of 
MUGA data and there are no systematic (non-Poisson) errors. 

 
Table 3 

Analyses of the Frame counts vs. frame 
number for MUGA data acquisition 

 
========================================= 
Beats Accepted              400 
Beats Rejected              64 
Simulated Average RR (ms)       800 
Observed average RR (ms)       795.9 
Mean frame counts       382015.72 
Standard Deviation             270.14 
Square root of mean             618.07 
========================================= 

   

 
 
Fig. 77: QC of MUGA data acquisition- the sum buffer data of 24 frames after 
400 beats have been accepted. 
 

6 PMT TUNING: This option allows the user to alter the PMT channel gain and 
assess the alteration in camera performance. The options automatically activate the 
evaluation of phantom studies and quality control tests. 
 
Fig. 79 shows the user interaction panel for altering the Zpha gain. User has already 
altered the PMT 7 channel gain from 1.1 to 0.6. Program now is asking for the 
option whether to alter any other PMT gain. 
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Fig. 78: Flood field data acquired with MUGA protocol analyzed for detection 
of frame time errors. Data is consistent with the hypothesis that it counts in a 
frame have only the Poisson errors.   

 

  
 
Fig 79: User interaction panel for altering the Zpha gain. Gain for one tube at a 
time is altered. 
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On receiving the “No” command the program displays the x and y channel gain 
values as shown in Fig. 80. The coordinate computing system is set to this altered 
configuration. The Zpha signal is computed for this altered gain setup. Fig. 81 shows 
the Zpha signal. Notice there is dip in the region affected by PMT number 7 that is 
more clear when the comparison is made with the data without any alteration in 
channel gain as shown in Fig. 82. The data acquired for quad, flood, bar and Anger 
pie phantoms are shown in Fig. 83. Although all the images are affected it is more 
apparent for flood field data. Inspection of Fig. 83 leads to the inference that bar 
and quad phantom show distortion, while in Anger Pie phantom the distortion is 
not appreciably visualized - perhaps due to the position of artifacts being in the 
sector with largest hole diameter. However these findings are consistent with the 
reported recommendations i.e. judge the PMT mismatch from flood field images, 
then evaluate the slit or quad phantom. The gamma ray spectrum is the other 
parameters as the resolution alters with Zpha alterations. The change of gain from 
1.1 to 0.6 for PMT number 7 has not appreciably altered the gamma ray spectrum. 
Energy correction circuit is able to take care of this alteration as there was no 
change on the FWHM or the peak position or the lower and upper discriminator 
values. These findings clearly validate this simulation. For QC periodic evaluation 
of these phantom images is advised and trend in the quantitative parameters leads 
to the detection of gradual deterioration of camera performance. 
 

 

 
 
Fig. 80: Channel gains for computation of x and y coordinates. Notice the 
altered values corresponding to tube number 7. 
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Fig. 81: Zpha signal computed for the altered channel gains. Compare it with 
Fig. 82 showing the corresponding data for a perfectly tuned gamma camera. 
 

 
 
Fig.82: Zpha signal for a tuned gamma camera. 
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Fig. 83: Display of the phantom images acquired on a gamma camera with PMT 
number 7 gain set to 0.6 instead of 1.1. 

 
7  EXAMPLES OF CAMERA DESIGN: This section deals with the design of the 
gamma camera system. Emphasis is on assessment of certain parameter that was 
considered important while designing analogue systems. These are  
 
7.1 Effect of Front end mirror 

7.2 Light pipe length for energy uniformity 

7.3 Coordinate computing circuits 

7.4 Arrangement of PMT (hexagonal / square lattice) 

7.5 Linearity correction circuits 

 
Effect of these parameters is now demonstrated with simulation of appropriate 
systems. 
 
7.1 Effect of Front-end mirror: A MFOV camera system is simulated. Fig. 84 
shows the Zpha distribution with front-end mirror. Fig 85 shows the corresponding 
values without any front-end mirror. Rests of the design parameters are same i.e. 
light pipe is 2.5. System with front-end mirror has large ripple (Fig. 84) the statistics 
are – Average 80.1, range 78-84, S.D. 1.31 & COV 1.64. These are large as 
compared to the system without front-end mirror (Fig. 85) Zpha statistics are – 
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Average 35.0, range 33-36, S.D. 0.54 & COV 1.53. These statistics clearly show the 
difference. 
 
 
7.2 Light pipe length for energy uniformity: Three MFOV systems have been 
used with different light pipe length. The conventional value 2.5 is based on setting 
this to half the tube diameter value. Lower value of 1cm and upper value of 5cm 
have been used to see the effect of the light pipe length. Fig. 85 shows the Zpha 
distribution, bead phantom analyses (Fig. 86), bar phantom evaluation for 
polynomial warping based linearity correction (Fig. 87) and bi-linear interpolation 
based linearity system (Fig. 88). These figures (Fig. 85 – 88) show the performance 
of the camera when the light pipe value is kept at 2.5cm.  
 
Fig. 84, 86, 87 & 88 are simulated with a system that has front-end mirror to 
increase the amount of light incidence on the PMT cathodes. The other system 
design parameters are same as for MFOV system. There are 37 photo-multiplier 
tubes arranged on hexagonal lattice.  

 

 
 
Fig. 84: Zpha distribution with front-end mirror to 
increase the amount of incident light to the PMT. 
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Fig. 85: Zpha distribution without any Front-end mirror on 
MFOV camera with light pipe of 2.5 cm. 
 

 
 
Fig. 86: Bead phantom image on a camera with front-end mirror light pipe 
length is 2.5cm. 
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Fig. 87: Bar phantom image with polynomial warping correction on MFOV 
system with front-end mirror – light pipe length is 2.5cm. 
 

 
 
Fig. 88: Bar phantom image on MFOV system with front end mirror linearity 
correction is with the bi-linear interpolation method. Light pipe length is 2.5cm 
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Fig. 89 shows the Zpha distribution, bead phantom analyses (Fig. 90), bar phantom 
evaluation for polynomial warping based linearity correction (Fig. 91) and bi-linear 
interpolation based linearity system (Fig. 92). These figures (Fig. 89 – 92) show the 
performance of the camera when the light pipe value is kept at 1.0 cm.  
 
Fig. 93 shows the Zpha distribution, bead phantom analyses (Fig. 94), bar phantom 
evaluation for polynomial warping based linearity correction (Fig. 95) and bi-linear 
interpolation based linearity system (Fig. 96). These figures (Fig. 93 – 96) show the 
performance of the camera when the light pipe value is kept at 5.0 cm. 

 
It is evident from Table 4 that as the light-pipe length is reduced COV increases. It 
is further confirmed by the inspection of Fig. 89, Fig. 91 & 92 that short light pipe 
leads to large variations in the Zpha distribution. For 1cm light-pipe value - there are 
artifacts introduced in the images generated for bar phantom – because the spectrum 
variations are large and these cannot be included in 20% window. There is no 
appreciable difference in bead phantom performance. The light pipe length also 
affects the spatial distortion. For the raw (without any linearity correction) image 
the integral and differential non-linearity decrease with the increase in light pipe 
length. 

 
 

Table 4. 
Total Energy (Zpha) signal & spatial distortion for 

different light pipe length of MFOV camera 
=========================================================== 

   Light       Total Energy signal (Zpha)   Spatial Distortion 
Pipe (cm)   Average Range  S.D.  COV     Int. NL   Dif. NL  
=========================================================== 
1.0          27.0   23-34   2.39  8.85     1.40      0.55 

   2.5          35.0   33-36   0.54  1.53     1.36      0.51 
   5.0         114.5  100-119  1.53  1.34     0.70      0.45  

=========================================================== 
Where 

S.D.     – Standard deviation of the signal 
Range    – Minimum and maximum values of the signal 
COV     - Coefficient of variation – S.D. expressed as 

percent of average value. 
Int. NL - Maximum difference between the observed and 

expected peak position expressed as percent 
of matrix size. 

Dif. NL – Standard deviations of peak separation in cm. 
 
  

Large value of light pipe 5cm has smooth variation in Zpha signals (Fig. 93) and 
there are no artifacts seen in the images (Fig. 95 & Fig. 96). 
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Fig: 89: Zpha signal distribution when the light pipe value is 
set at 1cm on MFOV camera. 

 

 
 
Fig.90: Bead phantom analyses on MFOV camera with light pipe of 1cm. 
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Fig. 91: Polynomial warping based correction for the bar phantom image on 
MFOV camera with light pipe of 1cm. 
 

 
 
Fig. 92: MFOV camera with Light pipe of 1cm, analysis of bar phantom image 
with linearity correction using Bi-Linear interpolation. 
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Fig. 93: Zpha distribution for MFOV camera with light pipe 
of 5.0cm. Notice the smooth variations in the energy signal. 

 

 
 
Fig. 94: Bead phantom analyses with MFOV system having light pipe of 5cm. 
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Fig. 95: Bar phantom image acquired on MFOV system with light pipe of 5cm. 
The linearity correction is by polynomial warping correction method. 
 

 
 
Fig. 96: Bar phantom image analyses on MFOV system with light pipe of 5cm. 
Linearity correction is carried out by bi-linear interpolation method. 
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7.3 Coordinate computing circuits: There are two methods of computing image 
coordinates – one by using equations 8 & 9. In this method the denominator of the 
equation is the sum of signals from all the PMTs. The other method is using 
equations 10 & 11 where those tubes that do not contribute to the numerator are 
ignored in the denominator. In order to see the effect of the altered coordinate 
computing circuit, MFOV system has been simulated. The energy distribution was 
identical to the MFOV system with hexagonal lattice (Fig. 85). The distribution 
parameters were also identical- Average 35.0, Range 33-36, S.D. 0.54 & COV 
1.53. Fig. 97 shows the bead phantom performance – it is different from the data 
generated by equations 8 &9 shown in Fig. 86 – more like a square rather than a 
circle. Reduced iris value 95 (Fig. 98) was required for this system (equations 10 & 
11) the corresponding value for equation 8 & 9 based camera is 110. This leads to 
reduction of slits seen in this system from 9 to 7. Bar phantom images shown in 
Fig. 99 and 100 have raw images showing better linearity though the slits are not 
placed at regular interval, as they should have been. Both polynomial warping (Fig. 
99) and bilinear interpolation (Fig. 100) based linearity correction gives better 
results as far as the inter slit distance is concerned. 

 

 
 
Fig. 97: Bead phantom analyses on MFOV when the coordinates are computed 
by equations 10 & 11. 
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Fig. 98: Iris setting of 95 – reduced UFOV to 87 pixels only as compared to 
110. 
 

 
 
Fig. 99: Bar phantom analyses on MFOV system with equations 10 & 11 for 
coordinate computation and polynomial warping based linearity correction. 
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Fig. 100: Bar phantom analyses – MFOV with equations 10 & 11 for coordinate 
computation and bi-linear interpolation based linearity correction. 
 

7.4 Arrangement of PMT (hexagonal / square lattice): Simulation of medium 
field of view gamma camera for hexagonal and square grid for the arrangement of 
PMT was carried out (SINGH, KATARIA & SAMUEL 2000). Table 5 shows the 
detector parameters- two systems have the same dimension for the crystal detector. 
Other parameters e.g. center-to-center distance and the number of PMT differed but 
were kept as close as allowed by the respective lattice arrangement. Fig. 101 shows 
the Zpha signal distribution.  
 

Table 5 
PARAMETERS FOR GAMMA CAMERA WITH HEXAGONAL AND SQUARE GRID 

ARRANGEMENT OF PHOTO TUBES 
=========================================================== 
Grid for PMT arrangement     Hexagonal Square 
 
Physical characteristics 
=========================================================== 
Crystal diameter (cm)  35.6  35.6 
Crystal thickness (cm)  1.0   1.0  
Number of Photo tubes   37    32 
Tube diameter  (cm)   5.0  5.0 
Light Pipe thickness (cm)     2.5  2.5 
PMT Center-center distance (cm)  5.09  5.15  
=========================================================== 
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Fig. 101: Zpha distribution for MFOV camera with square 
lattice of PMT. 

 
Table 6 shows the energy resolution for the two systems. It is poor for square grid 
camera when energy correction circuit is disabled, but is identical when this circuit 
is enabled. These results appear to be the consequence of large variations of Zpha for 
the square grid as compared with the hexagon grid system.  

  
Table 6 

Comparison of Energy resolution with hexagon and square 
lattice on MFOV camera system 

=========================================================== 
 Grid for PMT arrangement       Hexagonal    Square 
=========================================================== 
Zpha Mean +or-S.D.(% 4pi) 35.+or-0.54 28.16 +or-0.69 
Zpha Range and COV (%) 33 to 36, 1.53 27 to 30, 2.45 
 
***Energy correction circuit enabled ***** 
FWHM, FWTM(keV)for 140keV 7.90, 14.47 7.90,14.47 
Resolution(FWHM)(%)  5.64    5.64  
 
***Energy correction circuit disabled ***** 
FWHM, FWTM(keV)for 140 keV 9.04,16.75 11.96,21.35 
Resolution(FWHM)(%) 6.46  8.85  
=========================================================== 
 

Fig. 102 shows the bead phantom performance. In Comparison with the results 
shown in Fig. 86 for the equivalent system with coordinate computation by 
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equations 8 & 9 it is found that the coordinate are more linear and the sum of 
squares is lower for Fig. 102 in comparison with the corresponding value in Fig. 86.  
 

 

 
 
Fig. 102: Bead phantom performance for MFOV system with square lattice 
arrangement of PMT. 
 

 
Fig. 103 and 104 show the performance of MFOV detector with PMT on a square 
lattice for a slit bar phantom. There is reduction in number of slits from 9  (Fig. 87 
& 88) to 7 (Fig. 103 & 104).  Polynomial warping method is used for linearity 
correction. Performance of equivalent system with hexagonal lattice for vertical slits 
is shown in Fig. 87 and 88. The corrected image in Fig. 87 shows more variations as 
compared with Fig. 103. It is due to the fact that in hexagonal lattice the PMT are 
arranged on more number of lines parallel to y axis as compared with the square 
lattice. Even the raw image in Fig. 103 is better as compared with corresponding 
image in Fig. 87. Hexagonal lattice for computation of x coordinates gives poor 
results as compared with square lattice. 
 
Table 7 shows Results for slit phantom image evaluation. The mean spatial non-
linearity is higher for the hexagonal grid system as compared to the square grid 
system. The spatial resolution is better (low value of FWHM) for hexagonal 
systems. 
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Fig.103: Slit phantom performance MFOV with square lattice. 
 

 
 
Fig.104: Horizontal Slit phantom performance on MFOV camera with square 
lattice 
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Table 7 
Comparison of slit phantom image analyses for MFOV system 

with hexagon and square lattice  
===========================================================
Grid for PMT arrangement       Hexagonal      Square 
                               ----------   ----------- 
                                X     Y       X     Y   
=========================================================== 
Raw Image   
Integral non-linearity %       1.02, 1.09 1.09, 1.11 
Maximum non-linearity %        0.38, 0.20   0.05, 0.33 
Mean non-linearity (cm)       0.11, 0.09  0.09, 0.07 
Diff.  Non-linearity (cm)      0.44, 0.41 0.30, 0.36 
FWHM (cm)  0.59, 0.57 0.67, 0.50 
FWTM (cm)   1.08, 1.04 1.22, 0.91 
 
Corrected by Polynomial warping 
Integral non-linearity %     1.08, 0.96 2.12, 1.87 
Maximum non-linearity %        0.36, 0.09 0.10, 0.04 
Mean non-linearity (cm)       0.07, 0.11 0.08, 0.08 
Diff. Non-linearity (cm)       0.34, 0.34 0.31, 0.43 
FWHM (cm)   0.60, 0.65 0.55, 0.51 
FWTM (cm)   1.10, 1.19 1.00, 0.93 
=========================================================== 

 
Table 8 shows the uniformity performance that has been measured with flood Field 
Phantom image of 1M counts, with enabled energy correction circuit. The flood 
field response of the hexagonal grid system is better. 

 
 

Table 8 
Comparison of Uniformity performance of MFOV systems with 

hexagon and square lattice  
===========================================================
Grid for PMT arrangement   Hexagonal            Square   
                          Field of view      Field of View 
                        -----------------   -------------- 
                          UFOV     CFOV      UFOV   CFOV  
=========================================================== 
Mean counts/per pixel     493       494      569    570 
COV %    1.6 1.6 2.3 2.3 
IU NEMA %   5.2    5.1      8.3    8.3 
DU NEMA % (5Pixel)   5.0      5.0      7.0    7.0 
IU DHSS IU+    5.4       5.1     5.4     5.2 
IU DHSS IU-   -5.0      -5.1     -10.6 -11.0 
DU DHSS (1 pixel)   15.5 5.9      26.2    7.3 
=========================================================== 

 
7.5 Linearity correction circuits: There are two ways of carrying out the linearity 
correction – one is based on polynomial warping and the second is based on bi-
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linear interpolation. These have been studied, results shown in Fig. 91 & 95 for 
polynomial warping correction method and Fig. 92 & 96 for bi-linear interpolation 
method. The results are summarized in Table 9. In majority of the cases the mean 
non-linearity and differential non-linearity improved with the correction based on 
the bi-linear interpolation method, while that was not true for the polynomial 
warping correction method. Resolution FWHM also had the similar trend for both 
of correction methods. Integral non-linearity improved with the increase in light 
pipe length. The correction performance with polynomial warping method was not 
good when the light-pipe was set at 1cm. The conventional PHA setting of 20% led 
to generation of artifacts. These artifacts led to extraneous peaks corrupted linearity 
evaluation. However the repeat analyses because of random noise addition in the 
image generation process gave correct results. With equations 10 & 11 there was 
large integral non-linearity associated with the raw image Fig. 99 & Fig. 100. There 
was reduction in the number of slits from 9 to 7 in the image view due to the 
reduction in iris value. However the correction by both methods reduced this error. 
In fact the differential non-linearity for raw image was better as compared to the 
corrected images. For the other two systems (light-pipe 2.5 and 5.0) corrections 
were more effective. The inspection of the figures show the bi-linear interpolation 
always performed better than the polynomial warping method. 
 
 
8  CONCLUSION: Gamma camera systems have been used for functional imaging 
in nuclear medicine. The design of position sensitive detector to visualize the 
distribution of radioactive tracer in the human body has been a challenge for the 
engineers. In period from 1970 to1990 good crystal detectors and collimators were 
available but the signal processing was carried out mainly by the analogue signal 
processing techniques. Digital signal processing was used for correction modules 
that improved the performance but the major contribution was from the design of 
analogue circuits that performed the basic processing and display functions. 
Simulation of these processing leads to understanding of the basic camera design 
problems. SIMCAM package has been designed and implemented for the 
understanding of the gamma camera function. It has preset configuration of the 
design parameters for various size of systems. This simulation allows the user to 
pack the PMT on hexagon or square lattice, simulate the performance of different 
physical dimension of the crystal detector. Different algorithm for computation of 
coordinates and spatial distortion removal are allowed in addition to the simulation 
of energy correction circuit. 
 
The user can simulate different static, dynamic, MUGA and SPECT studies. Due to 
constraints of computation time - numeric phantoms for dynamic imaging study 
neither simulate conversion of 3-D object distribution data to 2-D projection data, 
nor allow the user to alter the kinetic rate constants for underlying dynamic system. 
For the same reason SPECT simulation for a point source is without scatter effects. 
Still these simulations give enough feel of acquiring a dynamic imaging study. 
SPECT data acquisition demonstrates the attenuation and depth dependent 
resolution effects.  
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Table 9 
Comparison of the results of analyses of slit phantom data 
for resolution & spatial differential linearity obtained by 

two linearity correction methods 
========================================================== 
                   Polynomial      Bi-linear  
                   Warping           Interpolation 
Parameter             (cm)            (cm)    
=========================================================== 
Light Pipe 5.0 MFOV system (Equations 8 & 9) 
Int. Non-lin. %    1.16(1.18) 1.08(0.87)                
FWHM  0.61(0.55) 0.55(0.60)                        
FWTM 1.11(1.00) 1.01(1.00)     
Dif. Non-linearity 0.42(0.52) 0.44(0.27) 
Mean Non-Linearity 0.09(0.08) 0.06(0.07) 
 
Light Pipe 2.5 MFOV system (Equations 8 & 9) 
Int. Non-lin. %    1.10(1.04) 0.92(1.14)                
FWHM  0.59(0.60) 0.53(0.61)                        
FWTM 1.07(1.10) 0.97(1.12)     
Dif. Non-linearity 0.25(0.39) 0.40(0.43) 
Mean Non-Linearity 0.07(0.08) 0.07(0.08) 
 
Light Pipe 1.0 MFOV system (Equations 8 & 9) 
Int. Non-lin. %    2.96(4.51) 0.82(2.11)                
FWHM  0.58(0.63) 0.56(0.68)                        
FWTM 1.05(1.15) 1.02(1.24)     
Dif. Non-linearity 0.47(0.48) 0.45(0.50) 
Mean Non-Linearity 0.10(0.15) 0.06(0.11) 
 
Light Pipe 2.5 MFOV system (Equations 10& 11) 
Int. Non-lin. %    3.41(2.80) 2.46(3.63)                
FWHM  0.48(0.75) 0.62(0.60)                       
FWTM 0.87(1.37) 1.13(1.09)     
Dif. Non-linearity 0.44(0.38) 0.32(0.32) 
Mean Non-Linearity 0.13(0.06) 0.06(0.05) 
 
Light Pipe 2.5 MFOV system (Equations 8 & 9) Front-end 
mirror 
Int. Non-lin. %    1.12(1.03) 1.02(0.95)                
FWHM  0.60(0.54) 0.52(0.56)                        
FWTM 1.09(0.98) 0.95(1.01)     
Dif. Non-linearity 0.30(0.42) 0.30(0.40) 
Mean Non-Linearity 0.08(0.09) 0.05(0.11) 
 
=========================================================== 
Values in parenthesis show the corresponding value for the 
un-corrected (Raw) image. 
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SIMCAM can simulate the quality control of data acquisition for dynamic and 
MUGA acquisition protocols by acquiring flood field data. The acquire image 
sequence is then analyzed for presence of acquisition artifacts - images that are out 
side the mean plus or minus three standard deviations (SD based on Poisson 
distribution) and validate the system timing circuits used for acquisition.  
 
Design examples in section 7 show that it is possible to carry out simulation of 
different configuration and design subsystems. These results show that the program 
can be used to assess the performance for coordinate computing circuits, linearity & 
uniformity correction circuits and assess the lattice for PMT placement at the 
designing stage.  
 
Variations in performance parameters can be assessed with the induced 
malfunctioning of subsystems. A fault observed in a system can be hypothesized 
and the simulation carried out with the proposed alteration in the subsystem. The 
comparison of the observed data with the simulated data validates the hypothesis. 
The importance of such a package need not be over-emphasized as it is a good tool 
for understanding the operation of gamma camera, pointing out the possible fault in 
the subsystems and can be used for training of the operation and maintenance staff. 
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